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Ideas come to light.

Walls shouldn’t be barriers to creativity. Break through the ordinary with Pilkington Profilit™. Get this
unique, linear channel glass system in a broad spectrum of colors, textures and finishes including
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WeBlogs
Read weekly updates via www.USGNN.com.
DEBlog: Mondays

Departments Online
Scan the tag to see
expanded stories.
Get the free mobile app
at http://gettag.mobi

Solar Watch: Attendees of ASTM International’s
June meetings opted to focus on glass’ role in
solar power by participating in a solar glass
symposium held jointly with the Glass
Association of North America.

Go to www.usglassmag.com
Online Survey

Debra Levy
Publisher,
USGlass Magazine

USGlass & Paul: Tuesdays
Paul Bieber
Online editor,
www.usgnn.com

Blah,Blah...Blog:Wednesdays

Speak out and tell us what you think with our online reader poll.
Read the articles inside the issue and then cast your votes online. This month’s question:
Which USGlass Green Design Award Finalist (see the article on
page 42) do you feel best represents the green attributes of glass
in architecture?

❏ Georgia Gwinnett College Library in Lawrenceville, Ga.
❏ Grand Rapids Christian Elementary in

Lyle Hill
Managing Director,
Keytech North America

FieldNotes:EveryOtherWednesday
Chuck
Knickerbocker
Curtainwall Manager,
Technical Glass Products

Grand Rapids, Mich.

MindYour Business: Thursdays

❏ 1800 Larimer Street in Denver
Last month we asked:
Aside from regular and repeated training, what do you find to be
the most effective way to ensure your employees will work safely?
You answered:
100% Screening new hires with a safety
questionnaire
0% Working with the OSHA
Voluntary Protection
Program
0% Having an insurance
provider review safety
plans
0% Offering incentives, e.g.
parties or prizes
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100%
Screening new
hires with a safety
questionnaire

Kris Vockler
Vice President,
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Also be sure and visit our
online discussion boards at
www.usglassmag.com/phpBB2
where you can ask questions and
share experiences about business
and life in the glass industry.
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Join the art glass.
At Glaston, we know a revolutionary building by looking at it. That’s because we provide
the technology behind such creation. The highest quality glass available. The exact precision
architects dream of. The smartest and simplest solutions for a more ecological future.
If you are interested in the future of glass technology, our doors are open at glaston.net.
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Publisher
Editor

About Us, Just Once

Debra A. Levy

Extension 111 • deb@glass.com

Megan Headley

Extension 114 • mheadley@glass.com
Contributing Tara Taffera, vice president
Editors Extension 113 • ttaffera@glass.com

Charles Cumpston

Extension 0 • ccumpston@glass.com

Ellen Rogers

Extension 118 • erogers@glass.com

Penny Stacey

ne of the absolute nicest parts of my job is the people (you) that I get to
work for. The other is the people with whom I get to work every day, and
I’d like to focus here on our editorial team. USGlass magazine strives
very hard to be about both the business of glass and metal and the glass and
metal business. Our goal has been to create the magazine of record for the entire industry and we have some very talented journalists who help us do so.
Chief among them is our editor Megan Headley. Megan has a degree in journalism and has been involved with the glass industry since 2004. She has written a number of landmark articles and is also a familiar face on our monthly
video newscast at USGNN.com™. What you may not know about Megan is that,
in her spare time, she loves to knit and has created some incredibly beautiful
pieces of clothing art. I think it’s a great hobby for her to have because she also
“knits together” each issue into a creation that is both of sturdy fabric and
beautiful tapestry. Each issue, designed to get you the information you need, is
woven in a thoughtful and creative manner by Megan.
Megan has lots of help with USGlass magazine, including from our contributing editor Charles Cumpston, who has been involved with the glass industry for 30 years. Charles and I have been around so long that we like to think
we can offer historical perspective, spot trends and handicap possible effects
because we have seen most of the cycles before. (Yet, just when you think you
have seen it all, you realize you haven’t.)
Ellen Rogers handles our decorative and architectural beats, and has more
than ten years in covering the industry, including a stint as editor of USGlass
magazine. If you get a chance to speak with her, you will find out she loves the
exquisite beauty of glass. You’ll also find out she is a new mom, juggling work
with son with teaching aerobics in the evenings.
Our vice president of editorial services, Tara Taffera, is an award-winning
journalist who is involved in all our publications and deeply involved in our sister publication Door & Window Manufacturer, for which she also serves as editor/publisher. I think of Tara as one of the “wonder women” of our staff
because she also runs marathons, raises three daughters all under the age of 12,
has a beautiful vegetable garden, loves to cook and creates homemade cards in
her “spare time.” Together with Penny Stacey and Katie Hodge, who work on
our AGRR and WINDOW FILM magazines, these fine people form our solid editorial staff.
This brings me to the newest addition to our staff, Sahely
Mukerji, who joined our staff on the first of this month. You
may know Sahely from her seven years at another publication.
And as was the case with Charles Cumpston, we like to think
she saved the best for last and has found a home with us. I know
Sahely is an excellent writer and has a fine young son, but I don’t
know much about her hobbies and life yet. I look forward to
Sahely
learning more about those over the next few months.
Mukerji
All of us will be at GlassBuild America in Atlanta next month,
in and around our booth, number 2411. Please stop by and see us.
It will be an honor to see you there. ■

O
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Buyer’sBlock

Cross-Training Your Team
This Technique is Not Just for Olympic Athletes
by Paul Bieber
ummer is just about over. You
have your full workforce back
after all those vacations and you
are ready for the busy fall season. You
weren’t your normal smooth-running
machine when people took vacation.
People will take time off from work, no
matter how much you wish they didn’t.
In these economic times you are not carrying the extra people on payroll, so you
limp through when you are short a person. But you don’t have to. Cross-training
is the key to solving this problem in your
company. It doesn’t matter what size you
are, you should be doing this at all levels
of your glass shop.
Cross-training is having more than
one person know every task in your
company. At our glass fab plant we did
this, and the biggest hurdle came from
the entrenched employees who did not
want to share their specific knowledge.
Many felt being the only one who knew
something enhanced their job security.
I first started with these folks by training them in another job, so they understood the process. Many felt this was just
another waste of time from the office.
But suddenly, we had one key person
take a leave of absence and, for the first
time, someone stepped into his role with
little difficulty. The proverbial light bulb
clicked on over everyone’s head.

S

PLANNING AHEAD
You need to do some serious planning to make a cross-training program
work. Sounds easy, but you really do
have to work at it. Set up a schedule
where every employee does someone
else’s job for a week each year. This involves training of both employees; one
has to learn how to teach their job and
be comfortable sharing information,

8
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Jobs take months or years to learn.
So, in the short teaching time,
the student won’t be an expert, but
should be able to do the basics.
and the other has to learn the new
skills. First, spend time with the trainers explaining the value to the organization. Get their input regarding whom
to select to learn their job. Plan to have
the student spend two or three days
with the teacher on a monthly basis.
After approximately four training sessions, let the student take over the job
for three or four days, while the teacher
becomes a student in another job.
Jobs take months or years to learn. So,
in the short teaching time, the student
won’t be an expert, but should be able to
do the basics. The most important thing
is that the student has confidence when
stepping in when needed. You can plan
around scheduled vacations, but when an
accident or illness occurs you won’t
struggle getting work done.
Many jobs have a key assistant. In the
cross-training concept, the student first
would learn the assistant’s job, and two
years out would learn the leader’s job.
Simultaneously, the assistant would
learn something completely different
and not just step into the leader’s job as
their assignment. One of the true
benefits is that all people will have
greater respect for each other and
their jobs. How often we think
others have an easy job. Everyone
who did our cross-training came
away with a fresh outlook. This
was invaluable.
When someone learns a new job,
they are more valuable to your com-

pany. Reward them with a very small
raise after they complete your training
program. For example, a glazier who gets
his CDL and can drive your larger trucks
is an asset to your company.
If you give people the opportunity to
grow, many will. This will help you and
your company, gives you a better trained
and coordinated staff, and will ultimately
improve your service to your customers.
Author’s Note: Please send your
questions about business issues to
paulbaseball@msn.com, call me at
603/242-3521, or fax to 603/242-3527. I
don’t have all the answers, but I will research your question with experts and
get the answers. All questions will be
verified with the writer, so please include your contact information. Your
name will be withheld from the article
at your request, but I can’t accept anonymous questions. Whether it is an ethical, legal or accounting question send
me a note. If you want advice on marketing or a business plan, help with an
employee situation or succession planning, I’ll help you get the answers. ■

P a u l B i e b e r has 30
years in the glass industry,
including 21 years as the
executive vice president of
Floral Glass in Hauppauge,
N.Y., from which he retired
in 2005.
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Energy Efficient Seals & Gaskets
Todays focus on environmentally sustainable products demands a partner that understands
your goals. Our extruded and molded seals are designed to be energy efficient and perform
specifically with your system. Our seals assure customers that they are buying products that
not only save energy, but stand the test of time through our superior engineered materials.
With more than 45 years of expertise, Lauren Manufacturing can provide the right materials
for the job. Our in-house design experts specialize in working closely with the customer to
ensure a high performance fit in each application. For your next project, choose a seal that
works just as hard as your product, choose Lauren Manufacturing.
Closed Cell Sponge & Dense Materials:
Rubber Materials:
Silicone
EPDM (Colored or High Temperature)
Neoprene & more

Plastic Materials
TPVs
PVCs
Polypropylene & more

Certified to: TS 16949, ISO 9001 w/Design, ISO 14001

Talk with our engineering experts today: 855.585.5050
Visit www.lauren.com/us
2228 Reiser Ave. SE
New Philadelphia, OH 44663
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GANAPerspectives

The Top 5 Reasons to Join
GANA Membership Has Its Advantages
by Ashley M. Charest
s you may know, there is an association for everything, and
whether you are a funeral director,
doctor, florist or in the glass and glazing
industry, individuals are taking responsibility to make their profession better while
increasing their personal influence and
knowledge at the same time. The Glass Association of North America (GANA) is a
member-centric association that relies
heavily on its members as volunteers for
committees and leadership positions, and
these members offer their specific knowledge of the industry to better the materials and information released by the
association. Our industry, while very specific to glass and glazing, has multitudes
of specialty areas within it. Recognizing
those areas, GANA has set itself up to
mimic the various large component pieces
to allow for more participation from the
right people in the right specialties.
Membership is a value to all companies in GANA, whether a small contract
glazing firm or a publicly traded float
glass manufacturer. There are so many
opportunities within GANA, but we
have highlighted what we feel are the
top five reasons members join.

A

1. ONLINE PLATFORMS
Unless you have spent the last 15 years
under a rock, you know that technology
has integrated itself into our daily lives,
whether paying bills online, uploading
personal and company videos to YouTube
or checking email on your phone. GANA
also has adopted technology that allows
its members to connect to the association in several easy ways. Glass Reflections is an electronic newsletter that also
is directly connected to the GANA members only section of the website. You can
also follow GANA on Facebook, connect
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via LinkedIn or follow the GANA
twitter stream @glassnation. The association has released several videos and podcasts in the past three years and will
shortly be launching an online educational platform with a multitude of educational programs.

2. ADVOCACY
Two years ago the association made a
strong commitment to advocacy by
merging the Glazing Industry Code Committee into the association structure. A
house for all code activity, GANA meets
to respond to code proposals in relationship to energy, fire, structural and safety
code issues. GANA members also focus
attention on regulatory issues and make
visits to Washington, D.C., or any state in
which glazing issues need attention from
knowledgeable professionals.

3. CONFERENCES
GANA makes a strong commitment to
providing the best educational resources
for the audience, dependent upon the
event. Whether we are working on technical resources at Glass Week or the Fall
Conference, highlighting the needs of the
contract glazing industry at the BEC
Conference, offering executive level
speakers at the Leaders of the Glazing
Industry Conference (LOGIC) or teaching those new to our industry at the
Glass Fabrication and Glazing Educational Conference, GANA is in constant contact with its members to
ensure that what education is
needed is provided.

4. RESOURCES

provide the most current technical information for the glass and glazing industry.
Our flagship document is the GANA Glazing Manual, which has been referenced in
specifications for more than 50 years. Our
newest publications include white papers
on how LEED® is utilized in points for
both mirror and decorative products. All
publications can be reviewed (and purchased if not provided as a free download) online at www.glasswebsite.com.

5. NETWORKING
One of the most valuable and popular resources that GANA provides to its
members is member-based networking.
Whether you email a question to a peer,
talk over a drink at a conference reception or talk over the phone, being able to
converse to your peers about industry
trends, problems you are encountering
or just making strong relationships that
you will be able to use for the rest of
your career is an enormous benefit.
Membership in GANA is always open
and additional details can be found online at www.glasswebsite.com/join. We
invite you to contact current members
and find out why they belong to and
participate in GANA. Join us for a conference and see the types of activities
that GANA supports. But, most importantly, join any association that supports your daily work and contributes
to its success. ■

A s h l e y C h a r e s t is the
account executive for GANA.

Whether you need a full-detailed
manual or a quick two-page informational bulletin, GANA strives to
www.usglassmag.com
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It’s ultra thermal and ultra innovative.
It’s ultra condensation resistant and ultra flexible.
It’s ultra trusted and an ultra value.
Kawneer’s new 1600UT Curtain Wall System™ is

Setting the standard in thermal innovation.

© 2011 Kawneer Company, Inc.

Architectural Aluminum Systems
Steel + Stainless Steel Systems
Entrances + Framing
Curtain Walls
Windows

SEE US AT GREENBUILD 2011

kawneer.com
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1000 Connecticut Ave.
Architect: Pei Cobb Freed & Partners
Michael D. Flynn, Partner in charge of
building envelope
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this envelope
minimized conflicts
True collaboration delivered. Lots of manufacturers promise

an integrated solution. Yet when it gets to the first meeting, they all
but introduce themselves to members of their own team. For more
than a decade, we have created fully-integrated building envelope
systems. That is why leading architects like Michael Flynn—Partner,
Pei Cobb Freed & Partners, and renowned expert on building
envelope technologies—rely on us. “Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope™

building envelope project, or visit us online at oldcastlebe.com.

Say goodbye to coordinating and
managing five different suppliers
for the building envelope. We
engineer, manufacture, manage
and supply the glass, window,
curtain wall, skylight and storefront
systems—all from one source. That
means, one set of documents, one point
of contact—all on one master schedule.

See us at Greenbuild Conference, booth #5528.

Origami by Robert Lang

partnered with us to engineer and manufacture the building
envelope for 1000 Connecticut Ave.,” said Michael Flynn.
Call 866-OLDCASTLE (653-2278) to discuss your next
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Powered by USG

www.USGNN.com

NEWS NETWORK

visit www.usgnn.com for news every day

Japan’s JS Group Corp. Acquires
Permasteelisa for $819 Million
S Group Corp. (JSGC) in Tokyo,
through its consolidated subsidiary LIXIL Corp., has acquired
the entire stock of Italy-based Permasteelisa from Cima Claddings S.A., a
company indirectly controlled by the
European private equity firms InvestIndustrial and Alpha.
According to the share purchase agreement, LIXIL will acquire 25,613544 common shares or 100-percent of the total
shares issued and outstanding of Permasteelisa from Cima. The purchase price
is expected to be approximately $819.4
million USD (573 million EUR). The

J
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transaction is subjected to the approval of
competition laws in each country.
Permasteelisa will become a subsidiary of JSGC after the transaction, and
help JSGC reinforce its Asian business, secure the U.S. and European markets, and
further expand its business to the markets across the world, according to a news
release issued by the company.
JS Group, headquartered in Tokyo, is
not new to the curtainwall business. According to its website, the “group commands high market share in curtainwalls
and sashes for commercial buildings and
retail stores.” Among its wide-ranging

housing-related businesses, Tokyo-based
JS Group owns Japan’s fourth-largest aluminum sash company, Shin Nikkei, which
it purchased in April 2010. Last October,
the company purchased stake in a Chinabased curtainwall producer. In 2005, the
group formed Asahi Tostem Exterior
Building Materials Co. Ltd. as a joint venture of its exterior wall materials business,
Tostem Corp., with Asahi Glass Co. Ltd.
Permasteelisa, with its core business in
high-end curtainwall, has operations in
27 countries. According to its website, the
group generates approximately $1.4 billion USD annually. ■
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Fire-rated to 180 min
Impact-safety rated
Colorless. Not yellow!
Floated. Not polished!
The ONLY eco-certiﬁed
ﬁre-rated product
• Arsenic free
• Contributes to LEED
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Godley Middle School chose clear
SCHOTT PYRAN® Platinum L
supplied by Glassopolis.

*ODVVRSROLV
Fire-Rated Products
•
•
•
•
•

SCHOTT PYRAN® Platinum
Protect3TM Safety Glass
Transparent walls
Vision lite kits for doors
Options from 20-180 minutes

T: 1-800-262-9600 F: 1-800-872-9601
E: SALES@GLASSOPOLIS.COM W: GLASSOPOLIS.COM

35,&('72:,1$1''(/,9(5(')$67

FIRE-RATED • LEAD X-RAY • BULLET AND BLAST RESISTANT • FIREPLACE • AND MORE
© 2011 GLASSOPOLIS INC. Protect3 is a trademark of Glassopolis Inc. ® PYRAN is a registered trademark of SCHOTT AG.
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CompanyNews
The New Old Name for Arch Aluminum
+ Vitro America + UGC = Trulite G&A
rch Aluminum & Glass, ACI
Glass Products (formerly Vitro
Architectural Products) and
United Glass Corp. (UGC), have announced that the merged companies
will operate under the name Trulite
Glass & Aluminum Solutions.
Arch had acquired Trulite Industries
Ltd. of Mississauga, Ontario, in 2007. In
2010, private equity investor Sun Capital
purchased Arch Aluminum, followed earlier this year by its acquisitions of UGC
and ACI Glass Products respectively.

A

According to a statement issued by the
Tamarac, Fla.-based company, Trulite
Glass & Aluminum Solutions will continue to service the commercial glazing
market through its various fabrication
facilities across the country. The statement notes that Super Sky, a commercial
skylight manufacturer, and AWP, manufacturer of residential windows, will continue to be an essential aspect of the
product portfolio moving forward.
Fabrication of all glass systems will
continue under the Envision® brand in-

Garibaldi Glass Opens New Facility;
Celebrates 45th Anniversary

J

une 24 was a special milestone for Garibaldi Glass, in Burnaby, B.C., as the
company celebrated both 45 years in business and the opening of its new
facility with an event that welcomed employees and clients to celebrate.
According to an announcement from the fabricator, the new factory features
one of the largest tempering ovens in the Greater Vancouver Area.
“We have always pushed the envelope and challenged ourselves. We also have
been fortunate to be surrounded with talented people at all levels of the organization,” says Carey Mobius, president. “We are a second-generation, family-owned
business. That legacy, coupled with our 150 employees…gives us a solid working
relationship with our customers.”
Mobius adds, “Our motivation is to continue to develop
new products, services and
capabilities to meet the everincreasing, complex requirements of our customers. Our
company has grown, expanded and evolved from day
one and there is no reason
that will ever change. I am
confident that this 45th anniversary is our threshold for
many more years of glass soGaribaldi Glass has opened a new lutions and innovation.”
headquarters facility in Burnaby, B.C.
❙❙➤ www.garibaldiglass.com
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troduced by the former ACI Glass Products. Manufacture and distribution of
architectural aluminum entrances, curtainwall, window wall and framing systems will remain a core division within
Trulite. In addition, the product line will
continue to focus heavily on mirror and
high-performance, tempered, laminated, insulating and decorative glass.
“The combination of these three
noteworthy companies begins with
tremendous resources to support the
glazing industry,” says Jeff Leone, president and chief executive officer. “Our
customers will now be working with
an industry leader in terms of quality
and on-time delivery. Delighting customers with reliable on time and on
spec performance will continue to be
our focus and mission.”

❙❙➤ www.trulite.com

CRL’s New
Manufacturing HQ
is Up and Running
C.R. Laurence Co. Inc. (CRL) has
opened a new manufacturing headquarters in Los Angeles. The 330,000-squarefoot facility is located in the wholesale
district, just five minutes from the company’s world headquarters and ten minutes from downtown Los Angeles. The
company says the new facility is its largest
to date, bringing its overall manufacturing and distribution capacity in the area
to roughly one million square feet.
Much of the equipment for the new
facility is coming from the nearby
CRL manufacturing plant where the
company will continue to fabricate
automotive, transaction and hospitality products.

❙❙➤ www.crlaurence.com

continued on page 18
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CompanyNews
continued

Sika Establishes Silicone
Competency Center
Sika Corp. has established a Silicone
Competency Center in Lakewood, N.J.
This announcement follows the
formation of the Sika Facades, Fenestration and Insulating Glass Business Unit (FFI) earlier this year (see
March 2011 USGlass, page 21). The
competency center is being positioned to serve the needs of customers in the North American
facades, fenestration and insulating
glass marketplace, as well as the
broad base of customers in the construction products market segment.
The center also will serve internally
for formulation, application, testing
and manufacturing excellence.

❙❙➤ www.sikausa.com

continued on page 20
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The next generation of fire-rated glass is clearly beautiful.
Fingerprints not included.
PYRAN® Platinum fire-rated glass-ceramic has pushed beyond fire and
safety requirements for a truly beautiful look and feel.
It’s in a class by itself. PYRAN® Platinum glass-ceramic is the only fire-rated
glass that’s as clear, as colorless and as smooth as window glass. It’s also the
only fire-rated glass-ceramic to be Cradle-to-Cradle® silver certified by MBDC.
PYRAN® Platinum meets UL requirements and is fire-rated for 90 minutes in
windows and 180 minutes in doors. PYRAN® Platinum is easy to get your
hands on through our distributors and local fabricators. To learn more about
PYRAN® Platinum fire-rated glass-ceramic, call us at 502-657-4417 or visit us
at www.us.schott.com/pyran.

SCHOTT North America, Inc.
Phone: 502-657-4417
pyran@us.schott.com
www.us.schott.com/pyran
©2011 SCHOTT North America, Inc.
® PYRAN Platinum is a registered trademark
of SCHOTT AG, Mainz, Germany
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CompanyNews
continued

The Fenzi Group Celebrates 70 Years of Business

T

he Fenzi Group, based in Italy, is
celebrating 70 years of business.
With a storehouse of knowledge
built up over 70 years of specialization
in mirror coatings, IG sealants and decorative paint, the Group attributes its
longevity and market position to highquality materials, well thought-out manufacturing processes and an emphasis
on customer support. The Group also relies on an international network assembled over the years on five continents. It
notes that its strategy for the future is focused on further strengthening its foreign footprint, especially in markets that
display strong growth potential, including
China and Russia. Last year, the Group
celebrated its 30th year in Asia and inaugurated a new manufacturing plant in
Russia; in both these locations, further
expansion is on the drawing boards.

One-on-One with
Alessandro Fenzi, CEO …

products, capable of ensuring maximum performance at the lowest cost,
both economically and socially, is rampant and widespread. It’s the best possible condition for Fenzi, which has
made the unceasing quest for quality its
philosophy of life. The trend toward energy efficiency also falls into this category because it improves living comfort
with an appreciable cost savings. The
news is that this awareness does not
apply just to mature economies, but has
become characteristic of the new
economies as well, which are making
enormous strides in this area. The demand for insulating glass is constantly
growing in countries like Russia, China
and all over South America …
Q: In a few words, how would you
sum up Fenzi over the last 70 years?
Or the strategy for the next 70 years?
AF: The four key words are carved into
our DNA: specialization, as we discussed; internationalization, through a
process of global expansion begun
more than 40 years ago, as true pioneers; dedication, with a spirit of sacrifice, because results like this are not
gained without being fully convinced
about the work you do; continuity, because after 70 years the company is still
100-percent owned and managed by its
founding family.

Q: What would you say
was the greatest factor in
the success of the company in its early days?
AF: Without a doubt,
the primary success
factor was the decision
Alessandro to focus on flat glass.
It’s the element that
Fenzi
sets Fenzi apart, the
only chemical company in the world to … and Dino Fenzi,
be completely dedicated to secondary President
Q: How did the deciprocessing of flat glass. A characterission
come about to pentic that allowed it to stay constantly
etrate
the Asian market?
and totally in touch with the needs of
DF:
this particular market, understanding
It all began in
its requirements, accelerating innova1967, when we particitions and contributing to its growth...
pated in the Journées InQ: The trend toward energy savings
ternationales
de
is spreading everywhere, including Dino
l’Equipement de Miroiemerging economies. How does the Fenzi
terie in Paris; it was the inGroup take this into account?
dustry’s first international
AF: The quest for wealth through tech- trade show … The initial contacts were
nological development is taking hold made at that time and the first network
around the world. The focus on quality of clients was created. Industrial scale
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manufacturing of mirrors began in Hong
Kong around 1974 and in 1988 China
acquired its first glass processing machines. This industrial development progressed in stages and, step by step, the
Asian market was created and grew into
what we know today.
But back then it was different. In
those far-off lands, Fenzi started from
zero; it built its sales relationships
from the ground up. On the strength of
this, we continued to follow the developments in that market until we decided to manufacture the products in
highest demand on-site as, starting in
2002, it became clear that it was absolutely necessary to remain in close
proximity to our customers.
Q: What other emerging global areas
are potentially of interest to the Group?
DF: The giant global market has grown
considerably with the arrival of the
emerging economies. And it will continue
to grow … China, India and Malaysia,
then Brazil, Russia, South Africa and Indonesia: all will participate in global production and they will then need to ensure
they have a reliable network of suppliers.
Q: Do you see new developments for
the Group in solar energy?
DF: [We are] seriously involved in the
development of CSP (concentrated
solar power) technology, in which mirrors of various kinds are the primary
instrument used to capture solar energy. The latest developments have led
to progress in terms of system output,
because the entire supply chain is
quickly moving ahead in terms of optimization of the individual components.
There are many projects around the
world, but the investment requirements are extremely high and there
are often obstacles in the way, even of
a geopolitical nature. Today the USA
and China are the countries holding
the greatest potential…
continued on page 22
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Introducing SunGuard SNX 62/27.
The next generation of high-performance glass.
For the next generation of buildings.
The newest entry in Guardian’s SuperNeutral Series has
our highest light-to-solar-gain ratio (LSG) ever. SNX 62/27
1 2

delivers 62% visible light transmission

3 4

Interior

Exterior

and a low 0.27 solar heat gain coefﬁcient,

SNX 62/27
on #2 surface

for an impressive LSG ratio of 2.30. This
performance means SNX 62/27 lets in
lots of natural light but still blocks solar
heat, saving on energy costs and helping

projects qualify for LEED credits. SNX 62/27 is available
on ﬁve ﬂoat-glass substrates (Clear, UltraWhite low-iron,
CrystalGray, Green and TwilightGreen). To order a sample,
call 866-GuardSG (482-7374). To compare energy costs
across multiple glazing conﬁgurations, use our new
Building Energy Calculator at SunGuardGlass.com.
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CompanyNews
continued

briefly …
Israel Berger & Associates LLC, consultants on building envelope technologies, has merged with Viridian
Energy & Environmental LLC, consultants specializing in energy efficiency,
environmentally responsible design
and construction. ❙❙➤ www.ibany.com
… Biesse Exchange has re-designed
websites at www.BiesseExchange.com
and www.IntermacExchange.com.
New features include improved category classifications, a slideshow for
machine images and the ability to
search pre-owned machinery listings
… Serious Materials has changed its
name to Serious Energy. The new
name reflects the company’s suite
of energy software services and
building products.
❙❙➤ www.seriousenergy.com ■
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Introducing Low-E 4th Surface Technology with
improved clarity of Pilkington Energy AdvantageTM Low-E Glass
Pilkingtons Low-E 4th Surface Technology delivers an evolution in glass technology. Low-E coatings


          

Pilkington Energy Advantage

TM

      

to the #4 surface of a Low-E IGU can achieve R-5 performance. Enhance

thermal performance without investing in the additional time and raw materials to produce triple-pane windows.
Pilkington has dramatically increased the clarity of Pilkington Energy AdvantageTM with developments in
pyrolytic coating technologies. It is one of the clearest of the Low-E technologies, providing superior thermal
   !        " $     %&  Energy AdvantageTM
retains its position as a top performer in the Canadian Energy Rating (ER).
Visit us at www.pilkington.com/na or call 800-221-0444 to learn more.
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Legislation Legal
Oregon Jury Finds for Injured
Victim of Wired Glass Accident
Multnomah County, Ore., jury,
has determined that Portland
Public Schools (PPS) was negligent in a 2007 accident, in which then
13-year-old Shakiya Sargent’s right leg
pierced the lower glass lite of the interior wire-glass doors that separated the
cafeteria from the art hallway at Beaumont Middle School. The jury awarded
Sargent $222,000 in damages; however,
reports note that due to tort limits this
will be capped at $147,000.
According to the complaint, the accident occurred when Sargent was late for
art class and, with her arms loaded with

A

books, kicked the heavy door open with
her right foot. As the complaint alleges,
“the glass in the door was wired glass,
designed not to shatter upon contact.”
It also alleges that the defendant, PPS,
was “warned by the superintendent of
Public Instruction about documented
serious injuries to students as a result
of collisions with wired glass.”
The complaint reads that “the defendant knew that students foreseeably run
in school hallways; and that wired glass
in a doorway located in a high traffic
and spill intensive area . . . [caused]
students to be subjected to an unrea-

sonably greater risk of severe injury.”
Greg Abel, whose son Jarred was severely injured in a 2001 wired glass accident, was retained by the law firm as
an expert in the case. According to Abel,
prior to Sargent’s accident the school
system had received memos and notices concerning wired glass. However,
according to one local news report,
“when Keith Dozier, one of Shakiya’s
lawyers, deposed teachers, custodians
and administrators at Beaumont, not
one remembered a single word of
warning from the district on the problems with wire glass.” ■

Azon Saves Energy
NEW total design system:
MLP™ (mechanical lock profile) for commercial window, door,

1

storefront and curtain wall applications offers the best balance of
energy efficiency and high strength for aluminum fenestration
products used in the most demanding climates and conditions.
Modern daylighting systems produced with both Azon structural
thermal barrier technologies—the MLP™ thermal barrier method

for aluminum windows and Warm-Light® warm-edge spacer for
insulating glass, will yield a fenestration system capable of
upholding the highest efficiency and sustainability standards.

2

“Our main purpose is to provide high-performance
fenestration components that meet our customers’
sustainability goals and expectations.”

1

Toronto | October 4-6, 2011

2

+
mechanical lock profile

Universal No-Tape™ 304
structural thermal barrier polymer

1 HSW Learning Unit

Visit us at booth #445!
1-800-788-5942 | www.azonintl.com
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GO
BIG.
Big players. Big partnership.
Bigger ideas. Bigger possibilities.

Forster and Kawneer partner to bring you the biggest offering
of aluminum, steel and stainless steel framing systems in the
industry. So go ahead. Think big. Design big. Go big.

© 2010 Kawneer Company, Inc.

SEE US AT GREENBUILD 2011

Architectural Aluminum Systems
Steel + Stainless Steel Systems
Entrances + Framing
Curtain Walls
Windows
kawneer.com/forster
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New Start

Arlington Equipment Corp. DeGorter Inc.

www.degorter.com

Ashton Industrial

Cooltemper USA

www.ashton-industrial.com

Assorted (information
provided by distributor)

Wakefield Equipment

www.wakefieldequipment.com

Azon

-

www.azonintl.com

BELFORTGLASS

Salem Distributing

www.salemdist.com

Bovone

Salem Distributing

www.salemdist.com

Bystronic Glass Inc.

J&S Machine Inc.

www.jsmachine.com

CAMBI

Salem Distributing

www.salemdist.com

Champion

S.B.M.S. Inc.

www.s-b-m-s.com

CMS North America Inc.

CMS Industries

www.cmsna.com

Eastech Digital

Cooltemper USA

www.cooltemper.com

-

Emar

S.B.M.S. Inc.

Erdman Automation Corp.

-

Edgers

Drying Machine

Drilling Equipment

Digital Printer

Diamond Grinding

Cutting
Equipment/Machinery
Desiccant Filling

Curing Ovens

Conveyor

Coating Equipment

CNC Machinery

Cutting Lines

Bending
Equipment/Machinery
Bevellers

X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

www.s-b-m-s.com

X

www.erdmanautomation.com

HAECO

For.el. S.P.A.

Besana Lovati USA Inc. www.forelspa.com
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X

www.edtm.com

Famatec
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X

www.bystronic-glass.com

C.L.O.M.E.A.

EDTM Inc.

Aluminum Fabrication
Equipment
Abrasive Belt Machines

Website

Distributor

Manufacturer

The USGlass Annual Guide to Equipment &
Machinery Focuses on New and Improved

www.glassinstallationequipment.com
X

X

X

X

www.usglassmag.com
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launched in the last two years. In some
cases, additional distributors may represent a given manufacturer.
To be included in next year’s machinery guide, contact mheadley@glass.com.
For more detailed information on the
latest machinery, turn to our preview of
Vitrum, beginning on page 40, and this
month’s Machinery Spotlight on page 34.

Product Names

Washing Machines

Testing & Inspection

Spacer Assembly

Solar Machinery

Sealing

Sandblasting

Presses

Ovens

Operating Software

Laminating Machine-Batch Non-Autoclave
Loading Systems

Laminating Lines/Machinery

IG Production, small run

Handling Equipment

Gas-Filling

Extruders, Butyl

Search

been introduced in the last two years by
manufacturers looking to improve quality, speed processes and ease the production chain—and USGlass has those
products listed for you here.
The information in this chart is based
on the answers provided by either the
product manufacturer or distributor
about machinery and equipment

Tempering Lines/Machinery

F

abricators are finding signs of
life in the architectural construction industry and those that can
are staking their future on finding ways
to offer more innovative and just plain
more options to their customers. Machinery suppliers are responding with
innovative new options of their own. In
fact, a number of new products have

Zoom Fit

Glass manipulator model AB 1200 RD, AB 1200 RDE and GFB 2000
X

X

SEAMMAX-X PRO, SHAPESEAM PRO, EDGE DELETION PRO, UNIX AIRFLOW; ROBOLOAD
PRO, BATCHMASTA PRO; I G PRO

X

SDL grid press, glass slitting table, oven racks, glass inspection station, automatic
weep-hole routing system, automated screw machine
Lancer™ machinery for producing the MLP™ mechanical lock in-line with pour and
debridge aluminum thermal barrier production lines
Metal and resin bond cup type and peripheral diamond wheels
X

X Laminating lines; straight line edgers; straight line bevelers; vertical and horizontal
glass washers; metal and resin bond cup type and peripheral diamond wheels

X

X

SpeedCut linear drive cutting table; SpeedSealer sealing robot; EcoConvect heating
and press system
Cr 126 HAIM Cr 140 HD; CR 138 RIMW
Horizontal and vertical drills
Bevellers include models TG351B, TG371B-B, TG471B; edgers include models TG121E,
TG122E, TG252E, TG262E, TG272E, TG353E, TG383E, TG5022(D), TG6322(D)
CMS Brembana Glass Compact Drill + Mill; Deltashape; Deltaprofile
Digital printers for ceramic and organic ink
X

X

X

X Extruder models M 104/2.5, M 104/7; desiccant filling machine models M 118, M
130; IG lines include M1601, M2001, M1601PA, M2001PA, M2501PA; washing
line models: MH1000, MH1600, MH2000, MH2600, M1500E, M1600E, M1600,
M2000, M2500

X

X

X

Fixed head secondary sealer; IG flexible spacer applicator; solar machinery includes
solar frame sealant applicator and solar frame assembly station

X
X

X

Glass-Chek PRO (#GC3000), single pane low-E detector (#AE3600)

Friendly, Friendly Plus, Gingo
X

X

X

X

X

X

X EM vertical edger; GM vertical arrissing and grinding machine; PBN632 profile bender;
VC02 vertical cutting line for laminated glass; Bicomponent polysulphide extruder;
DFN632 semi-automatic desiccant loader; high efficiency automatic vertical insulating
glass line; APGS panel coupling press with gas filling; SQD01 quality control scanner;
SA1400 structural glass sealing machine; LL2645 laminating line; APGS - automation
for the coupling and pressing of gas-filled double-glazed units for stepped structural
glass; TBB - automation for applying the “T-Spacer” flexible spacer with required butyl
extrusion and TSS – automatic machine for applying “Super Spacer®” flexible spacer
sealant; VW vertical washing machine; AC corner vertical conveyor

continued on page 28
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New
Start

Glass Machinery Works

-

www.glassmw.com

Glasstech Inc.

-

www.glasstech.com

X

X

Glaston Finland Oy

Glaston America Inc.

www.glaston.net

HOAF

Salem Distributing

www.salemdist.com

Joseph Machine Co.

-

www.josephmachineco.com

X

KMT Waterjet Systems

-

www.kmtwaterjet.com

X

Lapcraft Inc.

-

www.lapcraft.com

Leybold Optics

-

www.leyboldoptics.com

Off. Mecc. SCHIATTI
ANGELO Srl

DeGorter Inc.

www.schiattiangelosrl.com

Off. Mecc. SCHIATTI
ANGELO Srl

DeGorter Inc.

www.schiattiangelosrl.com

PEZZA

Salem Distributing

www.salemdist.com

Pujol

DeGorter Inc.

www.degorter.com

RCN Engineering

Cooltemper USA

www.cooltemper.com

TCME

Cooltemper USA

www.cooltemper.com

Tekna USA Corp.

Tekna USA Corp.

www.teknausa.com

The Glass Racking Co.

-

S.B.M.S. Inc.

www.s-b-m-s.com

TOPDRILL

Salem Distributing

www.salemdist.com

Vitrododi

Salem Distributing

www.salemdist.com

Wood’s Powr Grip

Salem Distributing

www.salemdist.com

Xinglass

Jordon Glass

www.jordonglass.com

Assorted (information
provided by distributor)

IGE Solutions

www.igesolutions.com
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Edgers

Drying Machine

Drilling Equipment

Digital Printer

Diamond Grinding

Cutting
Equipment/Machinery
Desiccant Filling

Curing Ovens

Conveyor

Coating Equipment

X
X
X
X

X

www.theglassrackingcompany.com

TK Tekno Kilns
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CNC Machinery

Cutting Lines

Bending
Equipment/Machinery
Bevellers

Aluminum Fabrication
Equipment
Abrasive Belt Machines

Website

Distributor

Manufacturer

continued from page 27
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Testing & Inspection

Tempering Lines/Machinery

Spacer Assembly

Solar Machinery

Sealing

Sandblasting

Presses

Ovens

Operating Software

Laminating
Lines/Machinery
Laminating Machine-Batch Non-Autoclave
Loading Systems

IG Production, small run

Handling Equipment

Gas-Filling

Extruders, Butyl

Washing Machines
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X Vertical glass washers; horizontal glass washers; solar panel glass washers
X

X

X

X

X

CRB-S 1900 solar parabolic trough reflector glass shaping and tempering system; EPBL advanced automotive windshield bending system; CRB-S 1900 solar parabolic trough
reflector glass bending and tempering system
X

Tempering models include: Tamglass FC500, Tamglass RC200, Tamglass CCS900,
Tamglass CHF2000; Bending models include: Tamglass EcoFlex; Solar glazing
machinery includes: Beneq-Glaston TFC2000; Software includes: iControL automation;
Other includes: Glaston iLooK online quality measurement system
Autoclave free laminating lines; modular autoclave free laminating units
Saws, pusher-based saws, welders, corner cleaners, CNC machines, assembly
machines, fabrication stations
Streamline NEOLine 40i/55,000psi waterjet cutting pump
LCD Plus diamond core drills, Dia-Laser diamond saw blades, Micromite diamond
windshield drills
Apollon
TFV2000
MS1532

X

Automatic and manual sandblasting units

X

Pujol - machinery and interlayer (Evalam)

X

Laminating lines without autoclaves

X

X
X

Tempering ovens, heat soak ovens, heat treat ovens; laminating lines with autoclave
TK804/3 automated cutting and machining line; TKcadX 3D CAD model interpretation
software

X

Tooth-based IGU trolleys and storage systems; stoche glass Packlifting frame,
Lightweight aluminum glass racks for van-pickups and trucks; Profoams for window
transport protection; window transport system.
X

X

X

X

Laminating machinery includes LAMIJET 210, LAMIJET 260, LAMIJET 330; LAMIJET 01,
LAMIJET 02, LAMIJET 04; solar machinery includes TK 300 IR, TK 600 IR, LE 200, LE
300, LE 400; tempering lines include Easy Temper, Master Temper
Vertical drills
X Straight line edgers; vertical and horizontal glass washers

X

Vacuum lifts and hand cups; MRTALP611LDC & MRTALPCH611LDC low-profile series
manual rotator/tilters 1100
X

QXLM2028 dual bed non-autolcave laminating furnace; QXLX2030 multi-tray nonautoclave laminating furnace
Automatic UV digital ink line and ceramic digital line

www.usglassmag.com
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Getting the Machinery
You’re Paying For
Fabricators Have Options to Weigh When
It Comes to Machinery Purchases Today
by Megan Headley

hen Jim Richards, president
of Total Security Solutions in
Fowlerville, Mich., went
shopping for a new abrasive water jet
cutting system he wanted to expand his
company’s capabilities.“We looked at the
used equipment and the cost savings we
really couldn’t justify the wear life on the
machine compared to purchasing a new
piece of equipment,” says Richards.
When Garibaldi Glass in Burnaby,
B.C., opened its new facility in June (see
page 16), it featured new tempering and
heat soaking ovens, and equipment for
the production of silk-screened ceramic
frit, automated insulating glass units and
structurally glazed components.
“The market requires the best quality
and service and in order to keep up with

W

Inc. in Winston-Salem, N.C., says that the
bulk of the company’s machinery sales
during the past few years have been for
new machines.“Every week we field calls
from current customers or even
prospective customers looking for good
used edging/mitering machines. These
seldom change hands though,” he says.
Dominguez notes, “In the relationship between price and service, more
emphasis is being given to price these
days. There are still several bargains in
used equipment and some new Chinese
equipment has hit the market at lower
prices. But buyers beware of the hidden
costs of buying used and spending the
additional money to fix the machine or
buying cheap and having little to no
support in service and parts.”
That’s the catch. When purchasing
used or discount machinery, fabricators
in some cases may be sacrificing longterm service and maintenance for a
low-cost option.

trends and best cost of production,” says
Chris Mobius, vice president of operations. “We decided to make sure we had
the equipment to give us reliability and
quality.” He adds,“We buy both new and
used equipment regularly.”
Suppliers too are seeing mixed interest in both new lines and refurbished
equipment as fabricators weigh the importance of the initial investment versus security in performance over the
long-term.
Rick Dominguez of Jordon Glass
Group in Miami finds “there is currently more demand for used equipment than new.” As he explains,
“Everyone is looking for a bargain.”
Bob Spears, inside equipment sales
representative for Salem Distributing Co.

Photo: Total Security Solutions

Warranty Assurance

Total Security Solutions’ relationship with its supplier was one factor that
influenced its decision to purchase a new water-jet cutting system.
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When asked whether Total Security
Solutions’ latest addition came with a
warranty, Richards had to admit, “I
don’t know.” But that’s because Richards
has dealt with his supplier before. “The
guy that I work with and I have a pretty
good longstanding relationship, so anything that I’ve ever had as far as equipment if there’s a problem, he takes care
of it. I have the confidence that if something were to burn out, he would stand
behind it and make the manufacturer
stand behind it,” Richards says.
Still, in today’s economy one can’t
guarantee those longstanding partners
www.usglassmag.com
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5 Tips Before You Buy
A piece of machinery can be a big investment, and knowing exactly what you need will prevent it from
becoming a big regret.
Examine Your Needs. Total Security Solutions knew it wanted to
find a simple way to add value for its
customers. “For us it was a next step in
looking at how we could expand our
product lines and capabilities,” says Jim
Richards, president of Total Security Solutions. “We were looking at the possibility of having to outsource some of
these capabilities. We were looking at
ways we could add more value for our
customers.”
He recalls, “We were doing a lot of
fabrication by hand with power tools
and other tools. We use a hard rigid ballistic fiberglass in a lot of our products,
and we were cutting it on a granite saw
and then doing the fabrication with different kinds of bits and blades. We
were looking to bring that all under one
piece of equipment.”
Richards notes that the new machine has helped fill out product lines
in the company’s aluminum and steel
departments and beyond. “Also, we’re
also using more and more of ballistic
glass-clad polycarbonate, and that allows us to stock sizes that are common sizes. Then if we get one off, or
somebody would want a hole or a
notch, we can just throw that right up
on the water jet and do that fabrication
right here in-house—rather than having
to order a custom
piece from the
manufacturer and
telling
s o m e body that

1.

will still be standing tomorrow. And
even then, a warranty may cover only
the bare minimum.
“Warranties are typically for one year,”
Mobius says, adding, “it is possible to
negotiate more warranty if their suppliers offer more standard warranties on
specific parts. The vendors will match
www.usglassmag.com

they’re going to have to wait 4 to 6
weeks to get this piece.”
Research Your Options. For a
large investment, company representatives will want to take their time
researching all available options. Chris
Mobius, vice president of operations for
Garibaldi Glass, says the biennial
glasstec trade show in Düsseldorf, Germany, allows him to do just that in one
easy venue (see December 2010
USGlass, page 64, for related article). “All the major
equipment suppliers
attend.
This gives us
the chance to
look for new
and innovative pieces
coming
to
market and
get a sense for who is in the game for
each type of equipment,” he says. “Once
we do our own research, we like to contact companies that own the equipment
and pay a visit to see the machines in operation and speak to those who use it.”
Ask Your Supplier. In making your
purchasing decision, fabricators
can be well-served by asking suppliers
for their insight.
“We go through our machinery files
and view stacks of correspondence as
we work with the customer trying to determine the very best fit for them,”
says Bob Spears, inside equipment
sales representative for Salem Distributing Co. Inc. “Sometimes it is for a
smaller unit, or a different style machine, and sometimes it is for that
used piece of equipment.”

2.

3.

their parts suppliers’ warranties.”
Some used equipment suppliers aim
to entice purchasers with their performance guarantees.
“If Salem sells a totally rebuilt machine, it comes with a ‘new machine’
warranty,” Spears says.
“If the equipment has been refur-

Set Your Expectations. Mobius
says Garibaldi has developed documentation that assists
them in purchasing machinery.
“We have developed a ‘request for
purchase’ document
that lays out many of
our expectations in advance,” he explains. “[It includes] everything from the
standards the machine must meet to
testing criteria we need in order to sign
off. I strongly suggest looking at previous purchases for any items that have
been involved in the purchasing and installing equipment through to how you
expect to test it out prior to final payment approval,” he adds.
Get to Know Your Machinery.
Most machinery suppliers will
offer training on the new equipment following installation and advice on regular maintenance.
Richards says the supplier of his
new water jet line spent as much
time training people as he did machine installation.
“It took probably 2 ½ days to set up
and then they spent 2 ½ to 3 days training,” he says. “It was pretty easy.”
“We tend to design our own training
plans that include more than typical
training offered,” Mobius says. “We include our maintenance and engineering needs along with how to make the
machinery as productive as possible,
along with the simple training. Special
products can also require custom training and discussion to ensure the machine is capable from the start.”

4.

5.

bished by us in-house we will offer a
warranty,” Dominguez says. “But again,
price seems to be such a factor that
some buyers are willing to bet against
needing a warranty to save additional
dollars on used equipment.”
continued on page 32
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Getting the Machinery
You’re Paying For
continued from page 31

Fabricators willing to take on that
risk need to be aware that there is little
they can do to tie the machine’s operation to the conditions of their financing. If something goes wrong, and
they’re without a warranty or other recourse, they may be left paying off a
machine that’s not producing.
“Most of our machinery sales are
sold on a delivered-and-installed basis,”
Spears says by way of example. “The
final payment is usually made payable
when the owner signs off on the technician installation form at the end of
the install. At this time, the local bank
or finance company or the lease company is obliged to pay in full.”
When it comes time to invest, some
machinery suppliers will work with

customers to help find best way to finance their purchase.

Financing Options
“We work with fabricators all the
time and help them make the business
case as to why an investment makes
sense,” Dominguez says. “Some folks
pursue new equipment to alleviate a
bottleneck in their current fabrication;
others are looking to expand on a business opportunity. We talk to our customer to see what they are after and
then make recommendations.”
Fabricators have a number of options
available to them.
“Leasing is a great way to force your
company to keep turning over the
equipment as it ages out,” Mobius says.

Who’s Buying What and Where in the U.S.
Glass fabricators were asked: Over the next 6 to 12 months, your company will
most likely do which of the following?

Geographic Area
New England (ME,
NH, VT, MA, RI, CT)
Mid Atlantic
(NY, NJ, PA)
East North Central
(OH, IN, IL, MI, WI)
West North Central
(MN, IA, MO, ND,
SD, NE, KS)
Delmarva
(DE, MD, DC, VA, WV)
South Atlantic
(NC, SC, GA, FL)
East South Central
(KY, TN, AL, MS)
West South Central
(AR, LA, OK, TX)
Mountain
(MT, ID, WY, CO,
NM, AZ, UT, NV)
Pacific
(AK, WA, OR, CA, HA)
Total North America

Purchase office
equipment such
as computers,
plotters or
software

Fabrication
equipment

Purchase field
equipment such
as trucks, rigging
or scaffolding

5.6%

12.8%

13.0%

22.2%

15.4%

20.4%

22.2%

20.5%

25.9%

7.4%

15.4%

13.0%

14.8%

12.8%

13.0%

25.9%

20.5%

22.2%

18.5%

23.1%

20.4%

16.7%

20.5%

18.5%

11.1%

20.5%

11.1%

13.0%

10.3%

13.0%

47%

36%

51%

“What we do typically is lease equipment, as it frees up capital to do other
things in the business. Leasing is a good
thing, and if you look after your equipment you don’t necessarily need to end
its life at the end of the lease. Leases can
run four, five or even seven years and
the equipment often outlasts the lease.”
“Financing is always a benefit with regard to cash flow,” Dominguez says.“Cash
is always king, and companies need to
evaluate the cost of financing versus the
return on investment for the machine
they are looking to purchase. Certain virgin markets for tempering furnaces, for
example, offer great opportunities in profits that need to be accounted for when determining the duration of the loan.”
Unfortunately, as Spears points out,
“Financing capital investments is a difficult matter these days. We do see sales
that are financed through local banks,
self-financed from within the company
making the purchase, and also through
several lease companies.”
Mobius says that, in some regards,
now is the time to seek bank financing
for an equipment purchase.
“It is easier now than many years ago
as there is a lot of money available to
businesses. Interest rates are at their
lowest and getting a return on capital is
not what it used to be when interest
rates were higher,” Mobius says.
Spears, on the other hand, offers one
piece of advice when it comes to getting
financing: “Good luck.
“We have had more potential sales
delayed or lost due to customers not
being able to finance equipment. No
matter what we hear from our administration or the banking community, it
is very difficult for a lot of customers to
get financed,” Spears says. ■

M e g a n H e a d l e y is
the editor of USGlass.

Source: Keytech North America Research Study, July 2011
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Process
Efficiency
Spotlight on the
Latest Machinery
and Material
Handling
Equipment
Macotec’s MultiProcess Line Does More
Italy-based Macotec, represented by
Besana Lovati in Winston-Salem, N.C.,
reports that its new multi-process laminated cutting line is able to cut two lites of
laminated glass automatically at the
same time, on the same bridge. The manufacturer reports that the machine is able
to increase productivity at least 30 percent using glass sheet optimization.

F

ormer college football coach Lou Holtz once said “It’s not the load that
breaks you down—it’s the way you carry it.” Well, there’s no time like the
present to take a look at how your plant operators are carrying and processing loads of glass and see how you can ease that burden. It could mean an
investment in new handling equipment that protects your plant operators from
heavy loads, or it could mean that shiny new automatic line that all but runs itself.
Peruse some of the newest glass machinery and equipment options below to find
the solution you need for boosting your productivity and bottom line.

This capability has been introduced
into cutting systems that already offer features such as: automatic scoring, breaking and separation of laminated glass as
small as 20-mm wide trims, automatic
dumping of trims into under-table waste
bins, automatic positioning and rotation
of each glass sub-plate and automatic
presentation of each finished lite to the
operator at the end of the cutting table.

❙❙➤ www.macotec.com

Macotec - Multi-process laminated cutting line
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Bystronic Glass Speeds
Up IG Manufacturing
The Bystronic Glass Group says its
speed’sealer quickly seals double and
triple IGUs with consistent quality, regardless of the sealing material selected. The constant mixing ratio of the
two adhesive components is monitored
electronically. In addition, the selfcleaning dynamic mixer prevents clogging of the mixing section.

Bystronic Glass Group - speed’sealer
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Millet Installs First Automated
Super Spacer® Line in Latin America
Edgetech I.G. announced that Millet Industria de Vidrio in
Merida, Yucatan, Mexico, has completed installation of the
first automated Super Spacer® line in Latin America. The fully
automated Bystronic line enables Millet to increase capacity
to meet a growing demand for high-performance insulating
glass in the commercial market.
“Architects are not only using more glass in projects, but they
are creating more complex designs,” says Miguel Millet, commercial director of the company. “The new Bystronic line helps
us simplify the manufacturing process while delivering efficient, high-quality IG to our customers.”
Millet runs both Super Spacer T-Spacer™ and Super Spacer Standard on the new line.
❙❙➤ www.edgetech360.com

The flexible sealing of triple IGUs that
have varying gap sizes between lites is
produced in a double circulation process
without having to change the nozzles or
encounter machine downtime. With this,
the middle lite of a triple IGU can be secured via an adjustable motor. Alternatively, the speed’sealer can be equipped
with an automatic changeover system,
which allows for an unmanned change
of materials within two minutes.

❙❙➤ www.bystronic-glass.com

Haeco Offers a
Friendly Hand
The pneumatically powered Famatec
Friendly ergonomic manipulator counterbalances heavy loads to allow an operator to suspend, rotate, tilt and transfer
product with precision. It is equipped
with end-of-arm tooling. Three different
Haeco - Famatec Friendly

www.usglassmag.com

models offer load capacities of 330, 550
and 880 pounds, with a working radius
of 20 feet.
The Friendly adapts to the operator’s
preferred working height and position,
allowing loads to be positioned
smoothly and placed during assembly,
suspended for further processing or
transferred from one location to another. The simple control console allows
adjustment of the counterbalance force,
rotation, tilt, braking and parking. Suspended product can be rotated around
90 degrees under power, or rotated continuously by hand, with a powered tilting range of 0-93 degrees. Product
release is protected by a safety device.
The Friendly, available exclusively
from Haeco in Loveland, Ohio, comes in
a range of mounting options.

❙❙➤ www.haeco.us/materialhandling

JLG Raises the Bar
with 150-Foot Boom Lift
JLG Industries Inc. in McConnellsburg, Pa., an Oshkosh Corp. company,
has added a new model to the JLG line
of Ultra Series boom lifts. The 1500SJ
is the first boom lift that elevates operators 150 feet requiring only a weight
permit. It includes a telescopic jib that
extends up to 25 feet for additional vertical and horizontal reach. In addition,
the 1500SJ delivers terrainability and
access to more work.
Standard steel hoods provide durability, low cost of ownership and longterm value. In addition, operators
receive key information with new
graphic LCD displays in the platform.
As with all Ultra Booms, the 1500SJ decontinued on page 36

JLG Industries Inc. - 1500SJ boom lift
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Process
Efficiency
continued from page 35

livers dual 1,000/500 pound capacity,
three steering modes and advanced
systems to assist in safely positioning
the platform.

❙❙➤ www.jlg.com

Schiatti Meets Glass
Drilling/Milling Demand
Schiatti Angelo srl in Seregno, Italy,
says it’s meeting market demand with
its TFV 2000 vertical drilling/milling
machine. The machine’s open-top
structure allows for transit of lites of
any dimension, keeping the maximum
drilling and milling height of 2,000mm. The manufacturer says the machine is versatile and easy to use, as it
is fully automatic and the installed PC
manages all the machine’s functions.
The machine, along with an overview
of edging and drilling machinery from
Schiatti, will be displayed at Vitrum in
October.

❙❙➤ www.schiattiangelosrl.com

Wood’s Helps Loads
Keep a Low-Profile
Wood’s Powr-Grip in Laurel, Mont.,
says its MRTALP611LDC and MRTALPCH611LDC low-profile series
manual rotator/tilters feature a lowprofile design that makes them suitTekna USA Corp. - TKcadX
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able for installing glass between buildings and scaffolding or similar narrow
locations. The vacuum lifters feature
180° manual rotation and 90° manual
tilt for ample load maneuverability,
while a specially designed tilt mechanism reduces operator effort. Adaptable pad frames supply the flexibility
to handle various load dimensions,
and on-board DC power allows for use
at construction sites or any location
lacking AC power. The company’s dual
vacuum system comes standard on
these vacuum lifters to reduce the risk
of falling loads.

❙❙➤ www.powrgrip.com

Tekna’s Machine Software
Offers New Interpretation
TKcadX from Tekna USA Corp. in
Crystal Lake, Ill., is 3D CAD model interpretation software that enables the
generation of NCX files directly from
3D drawings.
3D-models contain only information about the planes and features of a
working piece, not the machining
processes necessary to arrive at them.
TKcadX solves this by independently
scanning and analyzing the features
on a 3D drawing and then separating
them into recognizable machining

operations for the programmer to verify as operations to be performed on
the CNC machine. These operations
are then exported to CAM software
such as TK-Cam, which optimizes the
tool assignment, calculates the clamppositions and generates the NC-code
that runs the machine.

❙❙➤ www.teknausa.com

Go Mini with Arlington’s
New Glass Handler
Arlington Equipment in Queenbury, N.Y., has rolled out its new AA500 Mini Mobil Ergonomic Handler
(MEH). The manufacturer says this
product brings the advantages of
MEH technology to glass handling
and installation for units weighing up
to 500 pounds.
The AA-500’s low cost of ownership,
operational simplicity and compact
configuration is incorporated to satisfy
the needs of smaller shops. The AA
Mini MEH is designed to handle and
manipulate glass seamlessly from truck
or case to install and transport glass in
narrow aisles. It can be transported in
any van or pickup truck.

❙❙➤ www.gotoartech.com

continued on page 38

Arlington - Mini Mobil Ergonomic Handler
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Personalized Technical Support
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IG Systems

Extreme Service. Extreme Efficiency. Extreme Innovation.
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Process
Efficiency
continued from page 36

Glasstech Grows
CRB-S™ for CSP Apps
Glasstech in Perrysburg, Ohio, has
brought the concentrated solar power
market a new solar glass processing system: the CRB-S™ 1900 for solar parabolic shapes. The CRB–S 1900 is the only
commercially available technology that
will temper or heat-strengthen the industry standard LS-2, LS-3 and LS-4
monolithic glass sizes. Thin parts also
can be heat-strengthened for lamination.
This bending technology features
high output, ease of operation and high
repeatability, and is production-proven,
with millions of parabolic trough glass
shapes provided to date. The systems
use less energy and no tooling compared to traditional sag processes.

❙❙➤ www.glasstech.com

Glass Racking Co.’s New
Products Protect Glass
The Glass Racking Co. in Seattle has
a number of solutions to keep glass in
one piece.
Profoams provide a protective barrier
between layers of stacked window
frames. It is manufactured in non-marking copolymer with a soft texture that is
non-abrasive, doesn’t collect dirt and is
“springy” to assist with retention of loads.
Glass Racking Co. - Packlifter
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The reusable product is clipped around
extrusions at the completion of manufacturing and used to protect the finished
product from storage to delivery.
Protop is a retrofittable protective
topping product for use in glass and
window factories to reduce scratching.
The bearing surface is a soft non-marking polymer with a raised curved surface that has been designed specifically
for the glass industry. Debris won’t
stick, shavings roll off and most small
joint sealers and glues won’t adhere.
The adjustable Packlifter is an engineered steel lifting frame for unloading
packs of glass from delivery trucks and
stacking them onto storage systems and
free-falls quickly and safely. Adjustable
securing arms at top and bottom ensure safety. Standard size lites from
jumbo to half sheets can be lifted, and
the adjustable width means that storage systems with varying load support
structures can be unloaded onto it.

❙❙➤ www.theglassracking
company.com

For.El’s New
Series Grinds Quicker
Italy-based For.El’s GM and EM series of vertical edge-working machines allow insulating glass (IG)

producers to grind the edges of glass
lites while maintaining the pace dictated by the IG assembly line.
This vertical solution for conveying
and processing lites features two operating heads and offers high output. It
processes rectangular, raked and curved
edges, minimizing the setting time to
pass from one thickness to the next and
from one dimension to the other. Detection and processing of rectangular lites
may be performed by directly setting the
final dimensions of the lite or using the
fully-automatic self-detection function.
The shapes, including those with
curves, are processed by either setting
the dimensions or by selecting them
from the archive in the on-board interface. If connected with a shape detection scanner, the machine is able to
detect and process shapes automatically.
The machine allows for quick fitting
of several grinding wheels on a series
of interchangeable tools onto the same
spindle, so that different thicknesses
and types of finish can be obtained, including arrissing and industrial polish.
During the grinding process, the glass
is held by means of a patented system
that grinds the glass without touching
low-E coatings.
❙❙➤ www.forelspa.com ■

For.El - Vertical edge-working machine
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Designed
for your

Lifestyle
Series 9500
Bi-Fold Doors
unlimited sizes + optional thermal break

reach us at 1.877.268.1300

visit us online for more
products by Western

Custom Views.
Proven Performance.

western
window systems
westernwindowsystems.com

Product Distributed throughout North America.

Independent Representative opportunities are available.
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Milan
MACHINISTA

Vitrum 2011 to Focus on Energy Saving, Renewable Energy

V

itrum 2011, the 17th biennial international
trade fair for machinery, equipment and systems
for the processing of flat and hollow glass, glass and finished products for the industry, will be held again at Fiera
Milano in Milan, Italy, October 26-29. GIMAV, the association of Italian manufacturers and suppliers of machinery, equipment and special products for glass
processing, sponsors the show.
An international event that brings
thousands of foreign visitors to Milan,
many glass machinery providers look to
Vitrum to provide leads and business
opportunities to glass fabricators. Show
organizers point out that the number of
visitors went up 3.68 percent from Vitrum 2007 to Vitrum 2009, even in the
midst of economic crisis during 2009.
Visitors from more than 100 countries
attended Vitrum 2009.
More than 600 companies exhibited at
th
Vitrum
2009, attracting more than
The 17 Vitrum, this October, is
expected to attract approximately
20,000 visitors, and GIMAV director Re20,000 international attendees.
nata Gaffo comments that for 2011,“The
signs seem to be positive, after a 2010
fraught with highs and lows, marked by encouraging
trends during the first few months, then by a slow-down
that lasted only a short time, followed by upward growth
through August, and later by another long pause and, finally, by a surge of recovery toward the end of the year. At
last, looking at the numbers, very little seems changed
from 2009, but what does appear to have changed is the
mood—the will to get into gear and take off again looms
on the horizon.”
The focus of the 2011 trade show will be “green machines,” and technologies engineered to save energy and
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IN AND AROUND MILAN
Milan is Italy’s business hub and the seat of
fashion. Rome might be bigger and have more
political power, but Milan and the affluent
north is what really makes the country tick, according to Fodor’s. The city is Italy’s transport
hub, with the biggest international airport,
Malpensa, the most rail connections and arguably the best subway system. Leonardo da
Vinci’s The Last Supper and other classic
works of art are
housed in Milan, as
well as the Gothic
Duomo cathedral.
Other than the
Duomo, historic sights
worth a visit during
harness renewable energy sources,
your time in Milan inincluding warm-edge technoloclude museums and
gies, in addition to solar modules
galleries, such as the
and solar thermal panels.
Casa-Museo Boschi di
The Vitrum Energy section will
Stefano (Boschi di Stefeature energy saving
fano House and Muand renewable energy
seum), Museo Civico
technology with glass in
Archeologico (Municithe spotlight as the cenpal Archaeological Muter of the latest solutions
seum), Museo Nazionale della
for the green economy.
Scienza e Tecnica (National MuVitrum Lab, the art
seum of Science and Technollab project launched in
ogy), Pinacoteca di Brera (Brera
2009, and sponsored
Gallery), Santa Maria delle Graby the Lombardy Rezie, Teatro alla Scala, Triennale
gional Authority - EdDesign Museum and the Villa
Vitrum attendees will have four
ucation, Training and
Belgioioso Bonaparte—Museo
days to peruse the latest in
Labor
Department
dell’Ottocento.
fabricator machinery on display
and the Provincial Auat Fiera Milano.
In addition to these sights,
thority of Milan, will
Milan is considered the shopcontinue to promote
ping mecca of the world. Glitterati from
glass-related art, crafts and culture. For a fun distracacross the globe flock to Milan to fulfill their
tion, peer in on the projects of the elementary school
designer desires. Corso Buenos Aires is a
children who will be invited to attend the fair and parlong stretch of street with various designer
ticipate in creative workshops. And to watch glass in the
and regular stores on either side. Brera, Mermaking, check out the live performances by master
cato di Via S. Marco and Via Torino are other
glassblowers from Murano.
famous shopping centers worth checking out
The Hollow Glass section will be dedicated to tableware,
for your souvenirs for home.
bottles, specialty glass for pharmaceutical/technical apFor a taste of delicious Italian cuisine,
plications and products designed to meet high safety and
Fodor’s recommends the following restausanitation standards.
rants in Milan: Al Rifugio Pugliese, Antica OsTo register, fill out the registration form at www.vitrumteria del Ponte, Bar Tempio, Cracco, Da Abele,
milano.it, and you will get an email confirming your regisDa Giacomo, Don Carlos, Joia, La Bruschetta,
tration, as well as a special bar code to use at the ticket
La Libera, Paper Moon, Pizza Ok, Taverna Mocounter at the show to receive a personalized admission card.
rigi and Trattoria Montina. ■
www.usglassmag.com
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arlier this year, USGlass sent
out a request for submissions
to its 2nd Annual Green Design
Awards, and received in reply a wide
range of project profiles that demonstrate the many innovative ways in
which glass can contribute to a building’s sustainability, energy-efficiency,
environmental conscientiousness—in
short, overall “greenness.”
Our judges were asked to review all
submissions to choose the one they felt
best showed how glass can be used as
a green and sustainable part of a building. Our criteria seemed simple; the
green experts reviewing submissions
had much, much tougher standards.
The team of judges included:
• Keith Boswell, technical architecture
director in the San Francisco office
of Skidmore, Owings & Merrill;
• Kerry Haglund, senior research fellow, LEED AP Center for Sustainable Building Research University
of Minnesota in Minneapolis; and
• Arlene Z. Stewart, president of AZS
Consulting Inc. in Gainesville, Fla.
After much deliberation, our judges
selected three finalists for the
USGlass Green Design Awards. Now
it’s up to you to select the winner. Visit
www.usglassmag.com or watch the
daily USGNN.com™ newsletter to vote
for the project that you think best represents the green attributes of glass.
The winner will be featured in the September issue of USGlass.
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Georgia Gwinnett College Library in Lawrenceville, Ga.
Architect: Leo A. Daly headquartered in Omaha, Neb.
Glass Fabricator: Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope™ headquartered in Santa
Monica, Calif.
Glazing Contractor: Glass Systems
in Lithonia, Ga.
Materials: PPG’s Solarban 70XL/
Starphire glass; Kawneer 1600 Wall System® 1 and 1600 Wall System® 2
Green Statement: Georgia Gwinnett College (GGC) Library is the first
commercial building to earn LEED

Innovation in Design credit, in part,
for its extensive application of high
performing glass.
According to architect Todd Dolson,
the transparency and environmental
performance of Solarban 70XL glass
by PPG played an integral role in the
design of the library, the first LEED
Gold-certified academic library in
Georgia and one of only seven in the
United States. The design goals of the
project required glass that was as
transparent as possible, providing the

www.usglassmag.com
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highest visible light transmittance,
while achieving thermal performance
required to achieve the project’s sustainability objectives.
The glass was part of an integrated
sustainable design strategy that dictated the orientation and arrangement
of the library, including the layout of its
windows and shading devices, and the
incorporation of high-efficiency lighting and mechanical systems. Together,
these components helped produce a 32percent drop in energy consumption.
The Starphire glass also was part of
a Cradle-2-Cradle (C2C) certified curtainwall system by Kawneer. Since the
glass and curtainwall system were both
C2C-certified, their combined 2.9-percent of the total building material cost
exceeded the 2.5 minimum value established by LEED criteria to achieve an
Innovation in Design credit.
The GGC Library was designed to
function as the intellectual and social
heart of the campus. A large atrium
provides 90 percent open views to and
from the central campus green and
walk, and saturates 75 percent of the interior space with natural daylight.

High-performance glass was part of
an integrated sustainable design
strategy for the GGC Library.
www.usglassmag.com
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Grand Rapids
Christian Elementary
Architect: AMDG Architects
Inc. in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Glazing contractor: Glass Triple-glazed windows provide daylighting, views
Design Inc. in Rockford, Mich. and thermal performance for the Grand Rapids
Materials: Window systems Christian Elementary School.
manufacturer: Wausau WinOwner Grand Rapids Christian
dow and Wall Systems in Wausau,
Wis.; window systems glass: PPG In- Schools also asked that the building
dustries in Pittsburgh; curtainwall design include flexibility for long-term
manufacturer: Tubelite Inc. in Walker, use, sustainability and community
Mich.; window and curtainwall fin- outreach. In response, AMDG designed
a sweeping, curved façade and an open
isher: Linetec in Wausau, Wis.
Green Statement: Connection and lobby that encourages students to
community were integral design gather and interact, parents to visit and
themes for the new Grand Rapids staff to meet. A key design component
Christian Elementary School. Con- was to connect the indoor learning entributing to these aspects, and to the vironment to the outdoor learning
USGBC’s LEED certification criteria, spaces visually.
Within Wausau’s LEED Silver-certithe triple-glazed, insulating windows
provide daylighting, views, as well as fied manufacturing center, the Advanthermal performance for cold climates tage by Wausau® 3250i-BHM INvent™
Series standard, 3.5-inch-deep winand durability for year-round use.
The 75,000-square-foot facility dows were triple-glazed to ensure high
pools three separate, elementary thermal performance. The windows’
schools into one building. Rather than Sungate® 500 low-E glass also helps
simply replace these aging buildings, control solar heat gain, while allowing
AMDG Architects presented an edu- natural light to flow through the learncational model that physically com- ing spaces. The glass is C2C certified.
bines the separate facilities, while The windows’ aluminum framing also
retaining the benefits of smaller class- was manufactured with a high percentrooms. This allows students to come age of recycled content and finished by
together for collaborative learning
and community time.
continued on page 44
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Get the free mobile app at
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from page 4
continued
3

Photos: Frank Ooms

Linetec in a protective, clear anodize.
The window frames are slim to keep
sightlines as clean and open as possible. Operable windows provide students and teachers with fresh air and
natural ventilation, as the building does
not have air conditioning.
Maximizing the opportunity for natural ventilation and daylight, glazing
contractor Glass Design Inc. installed
145 individual window units on the
building. To minimize time on the jobsite, up to five window units were

stacked horizontally in a single assembly. The average span was three units
wide configured as fixed-over-operable.
Glass Design also installed Tubelite’s
400 Series curtainwall on the school’s
front entrance. The system’s aluminum
framing also was manufactured using
high recycled content and finished by
Linetec in clear anodize. Selecting highperformance, durable materials with
recycled content was one of several
strategies implemented to meet LEED
criteria and to reduce long-term oper-

ating costs. The school’s other sustainable features include energy- and water
efficient products, environmentallyconscious landscaping and healthy interior material choices. Inside the
building, the design themes of connection and community continue. In place
of traditional classrooms, learning
“pods” comprise eight classrooms, one
flex-room and two team rooms all connected by one larger common space. Interior windows visually link the pod
components together.

1800 Larimer Street in Denver

The design team worked to “rightsize” the glass in 1800 Larimer St. to
maximize views and comfort.
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Architect: RNL headquartered in
Denver
Glazing Contractors: Harmon Inc.
in Denver
Materials: Glass fabrication from
Viracon in Owatonna, Minn. (low-E
IG); window wall from Wausau Window and Wall Systems in Wausau, Wis.
(7250-UW Series unit wall, 6250 Series window wall and K-D Series wall
system); entrances from Tubelite Inc.
in Walker, Mich. (Monumental Wide
Stile doors); structural glass wall
from W & W Glass LLC in Nanuet,
N.Y.; and aluminum finishing from
Linetec in Wausau, Wis.
Green Statement: The Denver Central Business District’s first high-rise
office in more than 25 years, 1800
Larimer, has become the first building in Colorado to be awarded LEED
Platinum certification based on the
LEED Core/Shell version 2.0. The 22story building is clad in glass to maximize the sweeping views. However, a
great deal of planning was put into the
glass selection, in an effort to “rightsize” the glass. This resulted in a
green, sustainable building with enhanced occupant comfort.
The architectural team recognized
that daylighting is not about letting the
maximum amount of light into the
building, but letting the right amount of
light into the building. To create pleas-

ant, daylit interiors without glare or thermal discomfort, Viracon helped create a
unique glazing solution. Gray insulating
glass with a low-E coating is the primary
glass. The glass has a visible light transmission of 23 percent to allow enough
light inside without glare or significant
solar heat gain. This glass is broken up
by large squares of blue insulating glass.
The blue glass has a lower light transmission, 8 percent, but casts a striking
contrasting light into the building.
Contrary to the general perception
that low VLT glass blocks too much
light, the lower light transmission of
the glass allows for daylighting effectively, without glare. With no glare,
occupants do not need to supplement
daylight with artificial light.
The glass also offers an enhanced
solar performance. The gray glass has a
solar heat gain coefficient (SHGC) of
0.23, while the blue offers a SHGC of
0.16. This high solar performance decreases HVAC system requirements and
reduces overall energy consumption.
This glazing configuration allows a
high window-to-wall ratio with floor-toceiling windows to frame the views while
also allowing appropriate daylighting
levels. However, by using glass with
tinted substrates and high-performance
coatings with lower visible light transmission, the building controls the daylight, avoiding glare. ■
www.usglassmag.com
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What’s Next for
Glass in Green Building
10thth Annual Greenbuild International
Conference and Expo to Explore
Next Generation Products, Ideas
Greenbuild 2011
Schedule-at-a-Glance
8 a.m.-5 p.m.

Monday, October 3
Registration Open

7 a.m.-8 p.m.
8 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
5:30-8 p.m.

Tuesday, October 4
Registration Open
International Summit
Grand Opening of the Exhibit Hall

Wednesday, October 5
7:30 a.m.-6:30 p.m.
Registration Open
8:30-10 a.m.
Education Sessions
9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Exhibit Hall Open
10:30 a.m.-12 p.m.
Education Sessions
11:30 a.m.-1 p.m.
Greenbuild Lunch
4-5:30 p.m.
Education Sessions
6:30 p.m.-12 a.m.
Greenbuild Opening Keynote
and Celebration
Thursday, October 6
7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Registration Open
8 a.m.-12 p.m.
2011 Legal Forum
8:30-10 a.m.
Education Sessions
8:30 a.m.-12 p.m.
GreenTech@Greenbuild
8:30 a.m.-6:30 p.m.
2011 Residential Summit
9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Exhibit Hall Open
10:30 a.m.-12 p.m.
Education Sessions
11:30 a.m.-1 p.m.
Greenbuild Lunch
2:30-3:30 p.m.
Specialty Updates
4-5:30 p.m.
Education Sessions
Friday, October 7
7:30 a.m.-2 p.m.
Registration Open
8:30-10 a.m.
Education Sessions
10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. Closing Plenary
1-2 p.m.
Specialty Updates
For the full schedule, and more information, visit
www.greenbuildexpo.org.
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ustainable design and building is no longer a
luxury, but an expectation. We see more Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
(LEED) certified buildings, an increase in energy and thermal
requirements and more requests for products made from recycled materials,” comments Kimberly Ferro, vice president of
marketing and product development for Kawneer Co.
According to Ferro, “Greenbuild provides Kawneer with
an ideal venue to showcase our range of high-performing
products and systems and speak with architects and key
buying influences to better understand their evolving needs.
It’s always exciting to be at an event that focuses on environmental responsibility and learn more about how the industry continues to change.”
This year that event, the U.S. Green Building Council’s
(USGBC) Annual Greenbuild International Conference &
Expo, will be held October 4-7 in Toronto. Named Greenbuild
NEXT, the event will be held outside the U.S. for the first time,
at the Metro Toronto Convention Centre, and celebrate what’s
“NEXT” for green building. The Canada Green Building
Council will be the host committee for Greenbuild 2011.
The annual Greenbuild International Conference and
Expo launched in 2002 and has since become the world’s
largest conference and expo dedicated to green building. In
2011 Greenbuild will celebrate its tenth anniversary and is
expected to attract more than 25,000 attendees and nearly
1,000 exhibitors from the international green building community. Last year, just over 28,000 people attended the conference and more than 1,017 companies exhibited.

“S

Continuing Education
Each year, the conference brings attendees continuing education opportunities. This year educational sessions are
broken out into program by market sector, Greenbuild summits, USGBC Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) workshops and off-site educational sessions.
Market sector sessions include topics such as government
and policy, healthcare, higher education, hospitality, interiors, international, K-12 schools, neighborhood development,
www.usglassmag.com
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Say Hello to
USGlass!
Whether you have news to share or
are looking for the latest, be sure to
stop by booth #6050 in the South Hall
to say hello to the USGlass Magazine staff.

operations and maintenance, residential, retail, and students
and emerging professionals. The summits include an affordable housing summit, green jobs summit, legal forum and
residential summit.
All USGBC LEED education programs meet Green Building Certification Institute eligibility requirements for the
LEED Green Associate, as well as credential maintenance requirements for the Green Associate and all LEED Accredited
Professional credentials. USGBC workshops are taught by
skilled LEED faculty, experienced LEED practitioners who
also are trained facilitators.

International Program
“Our goal for Toronto and beyond is to increase the international emphasis on sustainability performance while effectively maintaining USGBC’s presence within the
marketplace as an innovative model for meeting and event
sustainability reporting,” says Dan Sherman, president and
chief executive officer of Legacy Sustainability Management
in North Bethesda, Md. Legacy is be the official sustainability consultant for this year’s show.
Currently, 110 countries partake in LEED projects, and the
number is growing. Delegations participating in this new
program will take home best practices for the implementation of LEED. Programming at this year’s Greenbuild reflects
the international direction of the show, from the Haiti Earth
Summit at the opening keynote to the international summit.
USGBC is working with the Canada Green Building Council (CaGBC) to offer off-site educational sessions, giving attendees the opportunity to connect with the community
where the conference is held and see first-hand examples of
what they are learning about in Toronto.
“Greenbuild 2011 will be the first time we hold Greenbuild
outside the U.S., but it’s been a truly international show for
years, with attendees from more than 75 countries joining
us in 2009,” says Kimberly Lewis, vice president of conferences and events for USGBC. “We’re thrilled to have Toronto
as our first non-U.S. Greenbuild host city and delighted to
work with the CaGBC as our host committee.” ■
www.usglassmag.com
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Glass Exhibitors
Greenbuild has a little something for everyone interested in
energy-efficiency and sustainability—but if you’re looking just
for green as it relates to the glass and metal industry, you
may want to visit the exhibitors listed here.
Booth
Industry-Related Exhibitors
221N
3M
1845N
Accurate Perforating
6217S
Advanced Glazing Ltd.
237N
altPOWER Inc.
643N
Arkema Inc.
7135S
ASSA ABLOY
445N
Azon
6928S
Bayer Material Science
1736N
Cambridge Architectural
2420 N C.T. Windows Inc.
325N
Cabot Aerogel
2447N
Dlubak Corp.
746N
Doralco
6314S
Dorma Americas
3333S
Dow Building Solutions
1735N
Duo-Gard Industries Inc.
T9
Efficient Windows Collaborative
543N
EFCO, a Pella Company
2000N
Ensinger Building Products
5742S
Firestone Building Products
5948S
Franklin International
6328S
Flynn Canada Ltd.
T3
Glass Association of North America
4732S
IC2 Technologies
2318N
Kalwall/Structures Unlimited
625N
Kawneer Co. Inc.
3539S
Major Industries Inc.
2300N
McGill Architectural Products
1843N
NanaWall Systems Inc
T22
National Fenestration Rating Council
5528S
Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope™
542N
Onyx Solar Energy
5849S
Optimum Window Mfg. Corp.
6949S
Ornilux Bird Protection Glass by Arnold Glas/FLAP
6943S
Pilkington North America
6245S
Pleotint LLC
6217S
Poly Tech Products
3732S
PPG Industries
6850S
PRELCO Inc.
2047N
Pythagoras Solar
1825N
Quanex Building Products
6146S
Sage Electrochromics
2211N
Saint-Gobain
6350S
Schott North America Inc.
6542S
Solar Gard Window Films
6749S
Solutia’s Performance Films Division
3128S
Southwall Energy Technologies
7044S
Technoform
6050S
USGlass Magazine
4642S
Viracon
3035S
Wasco Products Inc.
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Protective
Windows
for
Productive
Occupants
Fire-Rated Glass Allows for Benefits of Natural Daylighting
he San Juan Capistrano school
district must be doing something right. Students in one
study of the California-based district
progressed 20-percent faster on math
tests and 26-percent faster on reading tests in just one year than those
in a control group. The difference?
Daylighting.
Studies have shown that natural
light can be beneficial to building occupants. A landmark “Daylighting in
Schools” study sponsored by PG&E
more than a decade ago found that

T

end-of-year scores were 7- to 18-percent higher for students in classrooms with daylighting than in those
without.
Hospitals benefit, too, from daylighting. Robert Ulrich’s study, “View
through a Window May Influence Recovery from Surgery,” published in
Science in 1984, concluded that surgical patients assigned to rooms with
windows allowing lots of natural light
had shorter postoperative hospital
stays, received fewer negative evaluative comments in nurses’ notes and

took fewer potent analegesics than 23
matched patients in similar rooms
with windows facing a brick wall.
In projects such as these, the extra
security could prove a barrier to using
glass throughout. In these cases, firerated glass ensured that building occupants benefited all around. Fire
protection requirements traditionally
have made it more difficult to achieve
daylighting goals. This is no longer
true as today’s innovative institutional and educational projects have
found a way to achieve both.

UC Davis Medical Center Surgery and Emergency Services Pavilion

Photos: SAFTI FIRST

The $3,000,000 University of
California Davis Medical Center
Surgery and Emergency Services
Pavilion project was the result of a
dual effort to expand an aged, undersized facility and to comply

More than 20,000 square feet of
fire-resistive glazing and framing
makes this UC Davis Medical
Center Pavilion one of the largest
and most ambitious installations
of fire-resistive glazing systems
in North America to date.
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with Senate Bill 1953, which requires
hospitals that have Structural Performance Category 1 (SPC-1) buildings
(those that are considered hazardous
and at risk of collapse or significant loss
of life in the event of an earthquake)
must be replaced or retrofitted to higher
seismic safety standards by 2013.
Central to Stantec Architects’ design
was a large skylight that allows natural
light to vertically flow into the atrium
area and other light wells throughout
the building. However, the architects
also wanted to let light flow horizontally
into the adjacent hallways and rooms.
Because the walls in the atrium and
light wells have to meet a 2-hour rating,
Stantec Architects approached fire-rated
glass supplier SAFTI FIRST for a solution.
To maximize as much natural light as
possible, large portions of the 2-hour
atrium and light well walls were made
www.usglassmag.com
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Post Road Elementary School

www.usglassmag.com

Photo: TGP

“transparent” with the use of SuperLite
II-XL 120 in GPX framing. In addition,
the doors were made with SuperLite IIXL 90 in GPX framing to match the
transparency of the walls.
The architect also wanted to make
sure that the fire-rated systems
matched the look of the non-fire-rated
systems in the exterior. This was made
possible by ensuring that the GPX
framing used in the interior fire-rated
systems had the same profile and clear
anodized finish as the exterior nonfire-rated systems.
In addition, the patient waiting
rooms also had a lot of fire-rated glass
to provide a feeling of openness and
help ease anxieties as patients wait to
be seen. Full vision 90-minute double
egress doors were provided in the triage
area to add to that openness. And to
help calm patients, the architects provided a prayer/reflection area. By using
fire-rated decorative art glass, the architect was still able to keep the artistic
vision that he had for this space and
still meet the fire-rated requirements.
SAFTI FIRST also worked closely with
the glazing contractor, Best Roofing and
Contracting, to make sure that the installation and delivery of the materials
went smoothly. Jeremy Henderson,
SAFTI FIRST’s GPX supervisor, visited
the jobsite several times to demonstrate
how the system is installed and to answer questions from the subcontractor.
More than 20,000 square feet of fireresistive glazing and framing for this
project makes the project one of the
largest installations of fire-resistive glazing systems in North America to date.

Photo: TGP

Studies have
shown that
natural light can
be beneficial to
building occupants.

New York’s Kaeyer Garment &
Davidson
Architects
(KG&D)
worked to ensure the replacement
facility for Post Road Elementary
School in White Plains, N.Y., was an
environmentally responsible, yet
functional, learning environment
for children. This included allowing
for natural daylight in typically hard
to illuminate spaces such as corridors, workspaces, libraries and
stairwells.
To account for this need, KG&D
oriented the new facility around a
courtyard to maximize the benefits of
the sun’s rays as they travel across
the sky during the day. Library and
art rooms on the south side of the
courtyard receive a soft light more
conducive to student productivity,
while stairwells near perimeter walls
with large windows help reduce the Placing stairwells near perimeter walls
need for artificial lighting. Light with large windows helped reduce the
shelves, and controllable, energy-ef- need for artificial lighting at Post Road
ficient fluorescent light fixtures help Elementary School.
regulate energy use.
One challenge with the design vision was identifying appropriate materials for
the glazing in interior openings such as doors, transoms and borrowed lites that
were required to be fire- and impact-safety rated by code.
FireLite Plus® and FireLite NT ceramic glass from
Technical Glass Products
(TGP) in Snoqualmie,
Wash., helped resolve the
dilemma. Manufactured
using ultraHD™ Technology,
the wireless ceramic glass
options feature a clear and
nearly colorless surface to
resemble ordinary glass
and visually integrate with
the school’s non-fire-rated
windows. Utilized in borrowed lites, as well as in
doors, FireLite Plus and
FireLite NT helped the arOne challenge with the Post Road Elementary chitects and glazier Basec
design was finding appropriate materials for glazing Corp. draw daylight into ininterior openings that were required to be fire- and terior spaces, while protectimpact-safety rated by code.
ing children and staff. ■

Correction
A quote in the “Products with a Purpose” article in the June 2011 issue was
mangled in production. The paragraph should have read: “Protective glass is usually rated up to 45 minutes and while it keeps [smoke and fire] contained, it does
not block radiant heat,” she said. “Fire-resistive, which is rated 60 minutes and up,
protects against the smoke, fire and heat.” USGlass regrets the error.
August 2011 | USGlass, Metal & Glazing
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When
Glass
Pros
Gather
Glass Performance Days
Draws Glass Executives
Focused on Innovation,
Transformation and the
Power of Design
by Megan Headley

More

than 830 glass industry visitors flocked to Tampere, Finland, for insight into the latest trends in the glass industry
during the 12th biennial Glass Performance Days (GPD).
Many of the 200-plus presentations highlighted new technologies or ways of fabricating glass. Others promoted specific companies or products or reviewed projects that, in a
few cases, were still on the drawing board during the previous event in 2009. Presentations covered a wide range of topics, from the technical talks on solar materials and
technology, to case studies in the architectural challenges
and solutions track, and to the broad viewpoints of the presentations on changing local and global markets.
Overall, attendees seemed pleased overall with the broad range
of topics and the tips and tidbits they took home to apply to their
own business practices. First-time attendees remarked frequently
on the exemplary organization of the event, which was sponsored
by Glaston Corp., and the broad range of topics addressed.

Eyes on Innovation
The increasing pressure for glass companies to innovate was
a recurring theme heard by attendees during GPD. In the first
workshop on the future of the architectural glass industry Hubert Kopf of Guardian Industries noted,“The life cycles of products are getting shorter, and that puts pressure on innovation.”
These changes are happening rapidly, Kopf said, driven in
part by technology improvements and legislation changes.
As the costs of development increase, and competition grows
so that no longer do a few manufacturers dominate the mar-
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ket, the “innovator will take the biggest advantage much
more than in the past.”
Emphasizing this focus on innovation, the workshop broke
into three groups that were invited to brainstorm on trends
seen in three areas: environmental and legal trends; technology trends; and global, customer and market trends.
Some common themes emerged on each list, including the
expected growth of intelligent glass in the material’s new role
as an energy saving (or generating) product and the education of public and end-users (as well as the full distribution
chain) on sustainable practices and the use of glass.
The rapid pace of change seen by the glass industry—in particular in connection to today’s energy environment—was
again revisited in the keynote addresses. Bruce Oreck, U.S. ambassador to Finland, commented on the transformative change
the energy industry is undergoing. Oreck focused on “transformation, not change. Change is nibbling around the edges; transformation is something altogether new.”
Oreck, who heads the League of Green Embassies, encouraged his glass industry audience to keep in mind that transformation requires that they “stop trying to invent the present
... rather, what we believe is possible determines what we design.” Oreck proceeded to discuss a transformation that the
U.S. government is taking to make efficient its more than
600,000 buildings across the world.
“As we manage our light differently, we’ll design our buildings differently,” he said, before presenting case studies of
building upgrades where window film was added and winwww.usglassmag.com
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GPD’s more than 830 attendees had a wide variety of
educational options open to them, from small workshops to
cutting edge keynotes and more than 200 presentations.

Bruce Oreck, U.S. ambassador to Finland, encouraged his
audience to focus on “transformation, not change,” explaining,
that transformation requires that they “stop trying to invent the
present” and look to altogether new innovations.

dow systems were upgraded. He noted
that the U.S. Embassy in Helsinki is
updating its 100-year-old building,
with new windows, among other
things, with the goal of achieving
LEED Platinum status.
Russ Ebeid, president of Guardian
Glass, noted that his company has embraced that premise in that it no longer
regards itself as a glass company, but as
an energy company, in his address, “No
Time for the Timid” (see July 2011
USGlass, page 38).
James O’Callaghan of Eckersley
O’Callaghan Structural Design, suggested a different track in his presentation on “Innovations in Glass Design and Fabrication.” In
describing the technical hurdles overcome to produce 14meter-tall lites of glass for the Apple store in Sydney and
other projects, O’Callaghan commented, “The float line
process is now technology of over 50 years old and sometimes it seems the fabrication industry has moved on little
since.” O’Callaghan challenged his audience to invest in research and development, in new equipment and to learn new
techniques to move beyond the “relatively limited product
ranges that have historically existed.” One way to push the
boundaries, he suggested, was closer collaboration between
fabricators and the design community.
www.usglassmag.com

Emphasis on Architecture
The power of design was a focus of this year’s event. For the
first time, event organizers, in cooperation with the City of Tampere, Finnpark and Tampere University of Technology, held an
architecture competition as a creative way to promote the role
of glass and give back to the local community. Four firms were
invited to design a pavilion around a parking garage in the heart
of town that would involve extensive application of glass using
the newest technological solutions. Ultimately, ALA Architects
in Helsinki won the job for their sculptural “Magnolia” design,
continued on page 52
August 2011 | USGlass, Metal & Glazing
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When Glass
Pros Gather
continued from page 51
The conference included long networking
breaks meant to get attendees talking and
build on the information they heard presented.
A number of themes could be heard around
the lunch tables and dinner activities.

Is Glass Green?
With the simple question, “Is Glass Green?” Mic Patterson
of Enclos Corp. noted that the problem with discussing sustainability starts at the beginning, with the ill-defined term that
is often interchanged with the equally vague “green.” “We’re
not going to make progress until we can come to a consensus
[defining sustainability],” he said. From there, Patterson answered his opening question with a no—at least when it
comes to many older existing structures.
“Some estimates indicate that 70 percent of existing building
stock suffers from underperforming facades,” Patterson said. He
added that of the approximately 80 percent of float glass used
in buildings, already half of that is largely dedicated to retrofits.
While that presents a great sense of opportunity for the innovators able to reach the end-consumer to explain the big
benefits of an energy-efficient upgrade, it also presents challenges in sustainability. First, Patterson pointed out that one
of the many benefits of glass is that it is “infinitely recyclable,”
as well as “up-cyclable,” such as when broken glass is returned to the furnace and added to the make-up of a more
advanced product. Once processed, however, with coatings
or perhaps an interlayer, there’s been little progress today in
recycling those products. As window retrofits potentially continue to increase, more of those old windows are filling the
10,000 landfills in the United States and others around the
world. However, Patterson did note that some glass manufacturers are collecting cullet from secondary fabricators.
Secondly, Patterson pointed to adaptability as a factor of sustainability. He noted that as predominantly glass buildings
came in vogue decades ago, there was no thought to putting
systems in place to easily swap out those monolithic lites for a
more efficient insulating unit, for example. Now, with products
such as building integrated photovoltaics garnering interest,
but still struggling to reach the commercial cost-effectiveness
that could bring them into the mainstream marketplace, the
design industry is making the same mistakes of not retrofitting
buildings with an eye toward future upgrades.
Patterson finished his presentation by noting that the many
benefits that glass offers, from views to daylighting, make it
an obviously sustainable product. But, he added, there could
be more work done on using it in more sustainable ways. He
suggested that relying on the development of increasingly sophisticated low-E coatings to achieve greater energy-efficiency
could be something of a “crutch” for designers today. He suggested “a need to get back to the power of design” to improve
upon the natural benefits of glass.
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which will envelope both the parking garage entrance and a
tree for which the project is named. In two years time the GPD
committee will be announcing the winner of a student contest
(they are alternating student and professional competitions)
and the downtown area will have a permanent reminder of the
beauty and lasting performance of glass.
Event organizers were quick to point out that more than
51 percent of attendees come to the event with a focus on architecture and construction (the remaining attendees came
with backgrounds in the field of solar, automotive and appliance glass), and the theme of design was invoked time and
again, whether in reference to working more closely with designers to considering aesthetics in new products.
As Oreck commented in his address, “What we believe is
possible determines what we design.” Those possibilities discussed during the conference ranged from ever improved
thermal efficiency through better coated or insulating glass
(IG), including triples and vacuum IG, to the widespread
adoption of efficient PV systems.
Oreck added, “As we manage our light differently we’ll design our buildings differently.”
In his presentation “Phenomenal Light: Enriching the Public Realm,” James Carpenter of James Carpenter Design Associates touched on just that in one case study. He described
a glass building added to a campus in Israel. Neither IG nor
coatings played a role in protecting the interior from the heat;
rather, the building was designed so that its neighbors provided a sunshade of sorts.
Mic Patterson of Enclos Corp. agreed that the areas where
glass remains limited in its efficiency can be improved through
efficient and/or alternative design. In his presentation, he offered an alternate view to last year’s appeal of ASHRAE 90.1
(see November 2010 USGlass, page 10) that would have reduced
the amount of glass permissible in the envelope of commercial
buildings using the prescriptive path by 25 percent. “I think
this sends the wrong message,” Patterson commented. As he
pointed out, ASHRAE didn’t say architects couldn’t design
continued on page 54
www.usglassmag.com
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When Glass
Pros Gather
continued from page 52
Event organizers provided plenty of time
for attendees to get to know colleagues
from far corners of the world, including
networking luncheons, a conference
dinner and a farewell party.

North American Glass
Pros Network in Finland
Of the 39 countries represented at the 2011 Glass Performance Days (GPD) by more than 830 attendees, approximately 90 of those visitors came from the United States.
Event organizers provided plenty of time for attendees to
get to know colleagues from far corners of the world. Long
and frequent networking breaks between sessions gave attendees a chance to discuss the information they had just
heard presented, or the previous evening’s activities. The
first day of the event featured a CEO luncheon that allowed
some of the senior management in attendance to discuss
with like-minded professionals.
In addition to evening receptions held in the exhibit hall,
GPD held a conference dinner at a local restaurant, bringing together all visitors for an evening of local food, entertainment and discussions late into the night. On the last
evening of the event, attendees returned to the grounds of
Tampere Hall to join friends new and old for a Carnivalthemed celebration that lasted until sunset.
“As a first-time attendee to GPD, I was blown away with this
event,” says Urmilla Jokhu-Sowell, technical director of the
Glass Association of North America. “There were so many educational opportunities to chose from all day, and the networking in a place where the sun doesn’t set was just
amazing. Sitting in on presentations discussing new
technologies and challenges on a global scale proved very
educational.”
Jokhu-Sowell was one of several presenters hailing from
North America, and her talk focused on the activities going
on there. She provided attendees with an update on resources, standards, codes and association activities. “It was
an honor to present at GPD on behalf of GANA,” she
says. “There were many attendees from around the globe who
were very interested in what is going on in the United States.”
Mark Silverberg, president of Technoform North America,
agreed that the presentations had a lot to offer. “Many presenters from around the world presented valuable information on their research projects,” he says. As one
example, he recalls, “The report back from the small group
discussions during ‘The Future of Architectural Glazing’
seminar identified important market and technology trends
and had a spirited dialogue. The biggest takeaway for me
was the depth of focus that the global glazing industry is
bringing to cost-effective energy management, one of the
biggest megatrends the world faces for the next 20 years.”
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something with more glass, just that the standard prescriptive
path would limit the use of potentially less energy-efficient
glass to a smaller than previous area. “We are designers … If
we want to use large expanses of glass we need to show we can
do this efficiently,” he said.
Perhaps nothing is more efficient than building integrated
photovoltaics (BIPV), which still more solar players are looking to balance with pleasing design. Uwe Hering of Odersun
presented an outlook on BIPV, noting that it’s about a functionality beyond the aesthetic that is important. However,
even Hering focused on applications where BIPV “can be optically integrated so you don’t see it anymore.”
He noted that although a lot of architects are expressing interest in BIPV, the aesthetics remain among the problems.
Hering also gave a list of points where architects and PV module manufacturers need to learn to compromise. According
to Hering, architects want building approved components,
project-specific dimensions, various integration options (mechanical and electrical), support during planning and solutions within budget. Meanwhile, PV module manufacturers
are focused on increased efficiency, increases in productivity,
limiting product variations, cost reductions and reductions
of materials available to ultimately grow their market. Hering
suggested module manufacturers need to extend their product line to meet some of these architectural demands.
For many, the some focus on transparency and providing a
view is second to its benefits as a means of lighting a building.
Carpenter pointed out that as he designs he’s less interested in “the transparency of glass” than how it looks and
“interacts with light.”
Antti Nousjoki of ALA Architects in Helsinki echoed much the
same interest in his presentation “Beyond Transparency,” noting,
“The glass is not interesting, it’s about the functionality it creates
… not how [the buildings] look but how they perform.” ■

M e g a n H e a d l e y is the editor of
USGlass.
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Balancing

i

ncreasingly large spans of glass are a
popular design feature; yet codes are demanding increasingly stringent energy
performance. If glass has historically
been thought of as one of the weakest elements in terms of heat loss, how can the
architectural community balance these
two trends? Changing technologies and
product development are helping to
achieve both the desired aesthetic as well
as the mandated performance features.

Necessary Steps
by Ellen Rogers

Slated for completion
in 2015, Gensler was
selected to design
PNC’s new tower in
Pittsburgh, which will
feature a double glass
façade to enhance
energy efficiency by
reducing cooling costs
and allowing natural
airflow
into
the
building.
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Architects agree, there is a need for
balance when it comes to structural
and energy performance. Keith
Boswell, an architect with Skidmore

Owings and Merrill, says his firm does
a lot of work with large sizes of glass;
Boswell says he usually considers
“large” as more than 9 feet tall or wide
and 84 square feet in area.
“The performance issues must be balanced. By that, each is equally important,
but you have to start with one as primary
and then balance the other performance
requirements. I usually start with structural and if it doesn’t work structurally
then you have a non-starter,” says
Boswell. “The energy performance is
equally important, but most often in our
work it is selecting a type of glass, glass
assembly or combination of glass with
other components to achieve the thermal, light transmittance and solar performance values necessary.”
According to Ben Tranel, an architect
with Gensler, there are several steps to
take to help ensure the project will provide the necessary thermal and structural performance.
“We evaluate the structural and
thermal performance with software,
but it is also important to discuss with
manufacturers and conduct appropriate performance testing for a project,”
explains Tranel. “There are usually
some detailed technical issues that
cannot always be predicted and testing
is one of the best ways to thoroughly
vet a product before its use.”
Al Stankus, general manager for
Technoform Glass Insulation North
America, says it’s important to understand how all components in the fenestration system must interact to
define the criteria of a high-performance system.
“You have to look at a variety of technologies and design components as it’s
not just about a single performance
characteristic,” he says. “I believe system designers are feeling the pressure
to bring high-performance into the design earlier on due to code changes,
etc.,” Stankus adds.
Patrick Muessig, vice president of
www.usglassmag.com
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Act
global technical operations with Azon
USA, adds, “The framing in aluminum
fenestration products is often the
weakest link so large spans of the correct type of glass are often a way to improve the actual thermal performance
of a building. In doing so you have to
make sure the framing system installed
is designed to withstand both the load
of the glazing and the structural/wind.”
Don McCann, manager of architectural design with Viracon, says his
company often suggests making the
glass thicker, which helps provide
structural support. Another added
benefit, he notes, is that thicker glass
also makes it appear flatter.

Growing Awareness
While companies and organizations
within the glass and fenestration industry have taken steps to educate the architectural community about structural
and thermal performance, many agree
there is still work to be done. Stankus
says the answer to the question,“how do
I balance the need for thermal performance in large window designs?” is in
component selection, understanding the
technology, and also the strengths and
weaknesses of the system.
According to Muessig, product ratings and codes also need to go beyond
a product’s performance in a test lab at
a standard size.
“There is a need for evolution toward
a real project size rating to long-term
energy performance and finally Life
Cycle Analysis, which includes recycled
content and recyclability of the materials within the fenestration unit,” he says.

Challenges
As both architects and those in the
glazing industry continue to work toward building more efficient structures,
there are a number of challenges and
design considerations. Muessig says
one challenge will be balancing energy
efficiency with structural performance
www.usglassmag.com

To maximize transparency of PNC Place in Washington, D.C., Gensler
architects wrapped the building with façade materials that opened the building
to the views but shielded overly bright solar rays. Such materials included a
slightly reflective glass with a subtle pattern to help diffuse the sun.

with what the economy will allow.
“There are solutions out there now
for an R-5 architectural window and
beyond, but trying to achieve it in a
practical manner that can become a
product on an everyday project needs
more time to evolve,” he says.
Mark Silverberg, president of Technoform North America, adds, “The challenge is quantifying and communicating
long-term energy savings and the potential value created in sustainable architecture [through the use of] commercially
available technology … whether it’s a
retrofit or new construction.”
McCann says another challenge is
finding a balance point between the
amount of natural light coming in
while still achieving the architect’s desired aesthetic. He explains while there
is a desire for more natural light and
daylighgting, this may lead to glare issues and occupant discomfort. As a result those inside the building may close
the blinds, which then takes away from
the view/aesthetics. Closing the blinds
might also lead to turning on the lights,
which adds heat, leading to the air
conditioning coming on.
“It’s a vicious cycle,” McCann says.
Boswell says achieving balance is
always a challenge.
“Owners and architects consistently want large areas and expanses
of glass. In some climates, building

uses, orientations, functions, etc. these
two and often competing interests can
be accomplished. In [others] they are,
frankly, not compatible but we consistently [try and] force the issue.”
So in order to continue toward this
vision, it’s important for the architectural community and the glass industry to continue working together.
“We’re all well aware of the economy
and the accelerating pace of change in
product and system development,”
Stankus says.“As a result, manufacturers
are developing consultative relationships
with architects to increase the understanding of the impact these commercially available technologies can have on
high-performance system efficiency.”

A New View
As demands for energy efficiency
continue to increase, codes and building requirements will also continue to
evolve. And along those lines, glazing
products will likewise continue providing the architectural community a range
of high-performance solutions. ■

E l l e n R o g e r s is the
editor of the Architects’ Guide
to Glass & Metal magazine.
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ShowCase
building systems

Glass Groups
Partner in Launch
of E-Space System
Glasswerks Inc., Giroux Glass Inc.
and Metal Window Corp. are among the
several partner companies launching
E-Space Systems (“E” stands for “ecological”), a prototypical e-building system. The system differs from prefab
constructions in that, rather being assembled in a factory and moved to a
building site, E-Space begins with components that are brought to a site flat
packed and then assembled onsite.
E-Space Systems defines itself as a
group of designers, architects, engineers and manufacturers who share a
commitment to make available to a
worldwide market building compo-

nents that will allow energy-efficient
dwellings to be quickly assembled, and
deliver long-term value. The group’s
goal is to design and manufacture
building components that are quickly
site-assembled, produce zero construction site waste and at the end of use be
easily disassembled and re-purposed.

resources

TGP Introduces the Pilkington
Profilit™ Texture Module
The latest online tool from Technical Glass Products’ (TGP) in Snoqualmie,
Wash., the Pilkington Profilit™ Texture Module, helps
users select the
best channel glass
surface texture for
a given wall, façade
or partition. The
module displays
various glass patterns on a dualglazed
interior
partition, demonstrating how the different
surface
variations affect
light dispersion, visibility and aesthetics.
The Pilkington Profilit Texture Module visualizes how light plays through the
different surface options.
Users can select from one of five texture swatches on the Pilkington Profilit Texture Module, including recently released Macro, Slim Line and Wave textures.
They can alternate between the texture swatches for quick comparison of glass
patterns or view each individual texture swatch as a single-glazed application.
The page also provides links to view other finish options and coatings.
While the online tool is intended to help facilitate the design process, colors
and textures may vary.
❙❙➤ www.tgpamerica.com
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Other strategic allies in the
group include
Partner Panels,
Simpson StrongTie, LITE Steelbeam, Premier
SIPs, MagBoard,
P2000 Insulation Systems,
D.A. Foster Construction Inc.
and Benchmark Builders Showroom.

❙❙➤ www.e-spacesystems.net

glass

Guardian’s Diamond
Guard Has High Endurance
DiamondGuard High Endurance
Glass, from Guardian Industries in
Auburn Hills, Mich., offers scratch resistance, low maintenance and highly
transparent quality for interior design
applications.
DiamondGuard glass is permanently
fused with the strength of carbon. It has
a low coefficient of friction that perma-

nently protects it from scratching,
smudging and hazing. Made using a
patented vacuum deposition process,
the manufacturer says the glass is 10
times more scratch-resistant than regular glass.

❙❙➤ www.diamondguardglass.com
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doors and windows

Bavarian Polymers Offers
European Style, Comfort
The Bavaria 9000 Series is a European
style commercial door and window system that manufacturer Bavarian Polymers in Dickinson, Tenn., says offers
exceptional thermal and sound insulation performance. A large variety of design options can be achieved with a
minimum of stock units.
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frame jambs and transom bar/door
tout a dual perimeter weatherseal featuring Sealair bulb weathering. Also
featured is a triple-finned, soft pile
weather stripping that minimizes airflow around the edge.

❙❙➤ www.kawneer.com

shower enclosures

CRL Shower Features
Clarvista by PPG
C.R. Laurence Co. in Los Angeles has
unveiled a new shower door display featuring Clarvista™ glass by PPG Industries of Pittsburgh.

Grace under ﬁre.

A variety of transoms offer attractive combinations of window styles
and systems in one unit. Galvanized
steel reinforcements suit heavy design
wind loads and ensure maximum
strengths required for demanding
construction.

Kawneer Doors
Provide New Solutions
for Thermal Requirements
Kawneer Co. Inc., an Alcoa company
in Norcross, Ga., has introduced its
AA®250 and AA®425 thermal entrance doors. Thermal breaks in the
door, door frame and threshold isolate
the interior metal components from
the exterior metal components. A door
rail and stile design with a double air
cavity provide an added layer to the
thermal barrier and dual weathering
around the perimeter of the door, in
conjunction with a low conductance
polymer door stop that minimizes air
infiltration.
Each corner features four Sigma deep
penetration and fillet welds plus mechanical fastening. The immediate door
www.usglassmag.com

The glass is made with a coating that
seals the glass surface, enabling it to resist corrosion caused by heat, humidity,
soap and household cleaning products.
Clarvista glass is available with Starphire
ultra-clear or conventional clear glass.

❙❙➤ www.crlaurence.com

Aluﬂam offers true extruded aluminum doors, windows and walls which are
ﬁre-rated for up to 60 minutes. These systems blend
perfectly with non-rated
storefront and curtain wall
systems with clear glass
and extruded aluminum
proﬁles. Specifying Aluﬂam
allows you to provide ﬁre
safety while reaching for
your design goals.
Visit www.aluﬂam-usa.com

projection screen

Glass Gets Interactive
The HoloPro™, available from
Brookview Technologies in Golden Valley, Min., is a unique holographic, transparent glass projection screen. Viewers
can see the projected image, but also can
see through the HoloPro. Images are visible from one side only; from the other
side, the screens are transparent.
The company also is offering ViP Interactive foils; screens, the lightweight
foil can be applied directly to a lite and
used with rear projection screens or
LCD monitors to create interactive digital displays.

Fire-rated aluminum window
and door systems

15551 Industry Lane
Huntington Beach, CA 92649
Ph: 714.899.3990
Fax: 714.899.3993
E-mail: info@aluflam-usa.com

❙❙➤ www.brookview
technologies.com ■
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NewsMakers
new hires

obituaries

CGI Windows and
Doors Inc. announced
that Tom Riscili has
joined the company
as president and chief
executive officer.
Riscili has more
Tom Riscili than a decade of experience in the building products industry, most recently
having served as president of
Fypon Ltd. Prior to that he was vice
president of Simonton Windows.
Brian Evans, former president, is
no longer with the company.

Industry Legend A.A. “Sak” Sakhnovsky Passes Away

Tubelite Inc. in Walker,
Mich., has added Tom
Minnon as eastern region sales manager of its
architectural aluminum
products, serving clients
from Maine to Georgia.
Minnon’s nearly four Tom Minnon
decades of experience has
included positions with Kalwall, Kawneer
and YKK AP.
Tubelite Inc. has two
new client development
managers: Scott Huff
will serve customers in
North and South Carolina while Terry Britt
will serve Indiana, eastern Missouri and central Terry Britt
to southern Illinois. Huff
previously was employed with Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope™. Britt has
worked for PPG Industries, Glasmont
Corp. and Arch Aluminum and Glass.

births
Glassopolis general manager Rob
Botman and his wife,
Melissa, welcomed
their third child in
June. Jasper was
born at 8 pounds 10 Jasper
ounces.
Botman
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A.A. “Sak” Sakhnovsky, president and principal of Construction Research Laboratory Inc. in Miami, passed away June 19 at
his home.
Sakhnovsky tested his first curtainwall mockup in the summer of 1955 when he operated a lab at the University of Miami.
After leaving the university in 1968, he established Construction Research Laboratory, specializing in curtainwall tests. The
A. A. “Sak” lab has 40 test chambers and has provided testing for a number
Sakhnovsky of monumental projects, including the Sears (now Willis) Tower
in Chicago and the Twin Towers in New York.
Sakhnovsky lectured worldwide and conducted seminars for numerous professional societies and trade organizations. He was a member of the American Chemical Society, a fellow of the American Institute of Chemists and a
member of the ASTM Committee E-6 on Performance of Buildings. He was instrumental in developing the ASTM static water leakage test procedure in the
early 1960s and the procedure today is substantially as originally written.
Photo: Mark Meshulam, ChicagoWindowExpert.com

Louisville Plate Glass’ Patricia Hill Dodge Dies
Patricia Hill Dodge, long-time secretary treasurer and board member of both
Louisville Plate Glass Co. (LPG) and TGI in Atlanta, passed away on June 27.
“I have lost one of the dearest friends I have ever had in my lifetime,” said Bill
Stone, LPG president, at the time of her passing. “There will be a void in my
heart forever.”
Dodge leaves behind two loving and daughters, Robin Dodge Graf and Susan
Vetter Jones; three grandsons, Parker and Christian Graf, and Fred E Grim III;
and nephew Brian Walker, the general manager of LPG.

Ellison Bronze Inc. in Falconer, N.Y.,
has named Frank Lane of Lane Associates as its newest representative.
Lane will supply Ellison custom balanced doors to Connecticut, Maine,
Massachusetts, New Hampshire,
Rhode Island and Vermont.
John A. Krajewski has joined Montreal-based Walker Glass’ architectural promotion team for the Textures
acid-etched glass and mirror products. Krajewski brings more than 15
years of experience. His territory will
cover seven states from Virginia to
New York.
Jeff McGovern is the new operations
manager for HTL LLC.years and has
held several senior management positions with Trainor Glass Co.

George
Newcomer

Kyle
Newcomer

Bohle America
Inc. in Charlotte,
N.C., is expanding
its coverage with
new sales reps.
George and Kyle
Newcomer of Newcomer Architectural
Products Inc. will
represent the company in Ohio, and
Jim Charles III will
represent the company as its sales
representative in
the Midwest.

Ryan Hedgepeth has accepted the
position of thermal/engineering specialist for HTL’s Thermal Performance
Laboratory.
www.usglassmag.com
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AMinuteWith …

Richard Beuke, PPG Industries
Vice President of Flat Glass

Effective May 1, PPG named Richard A.
Beuke vice president of flat glass, replacing Gary Danowksi, who has been named
vice president, automotive refinish, EMEA.
Beuke joined PPG in 1976 as an industrial coatings sales representative,
and much of his career has served on the
coatings sides. He became vice president, silicas, in November 2009. A native
of Indianapolis, Beuke earned a bachelor’s degree from Georgia Southern University, during which time, he revealed in
an interview with USGlass, he got an early
education in the glass industry.
USG: You’ve been with PPG since
1976; is this role your first involved
specifically with the flat glass segment?
RB: I got involved in the glass business
in my college years. I worked with my dad,
who was an ironworker and installed curtainwall on high-rise buildings, during the
summers as I was going through college.
Actually, a lot of the jobs that we did used
PPG glass. So I really got involved in the
glass business at a very young age, but I
never knew it would come in handy! When
I was interviewing for jobs I got an interview with PPG and I knew of them through
my ironworking days. That helped land a
job with PPG—although there weren’t any
positions open in glass and I ended up in
our aluminum extrusion coatings segment. For the 35 years I’ve been with PPG
I’ve always been kind of around the
glass… To me, it fits a little bit naturally …
I really started working very closely with
the glass guys when I was vice president
of architectural coatings [in 2000]. That’s
probably when I gained a lot more detailed
experience around the glass business.
USG: What are you most looking forward to in this new position?
RB: I’ve always been on the sales and
marketing side of the business. I really
like to get engaged with customers… One
www.usglassmag.com

of my basic philosophies is that strategies
within a business really come from the
outside in, from the customers in. So
that’s really what I’m going for, hopefully,
the first year of the business: meeting as
many customers as I can and trying to understand from them what we can do to
help them improve their business…
USG: What are some goals you’re setting for PPG’s glass segment?
RB: Because of the economic activities
in construction, one of my first goals is to
try and improve the business in this
downturn. I’m really looking for new opportunities to expand the market for
glass. There are a lot of opportunities
from what we see out there…
One of my jobs prior to this was as our
vice president of growth initiatives across
the corporation, and one of the things I
learned from that job was how we expand
and get into new types of businesses.
That’s one of the things I’ll be looking at in
this business. How we can build on some
of our advanced coatings systems, like
our Solarban 70 glass, and how we can
take that technology and expand it into
new market opportunities, whether it be a
solar glass or even light emitting diodetype glass, both of which we have pretty
elaborate R&D projects on.
USG: What do you think are some of
the biggest challenges with which the
glass industry as a whole is faced? How
can the industry work to solve them?
RB: Our biggest issue is probably the
economy, and what’s going on in the construction industry with both commercial
and residential being at extremely low levels. Our international business continues
to do quite well, so we’re exporting quite
a bit of glass, especially high-performance glass to other parts of the world.
There’s really no solution [to the downturn] short of trying to expand opportuni-

ties for glass. [PPG has] a lot of activities
going on in that area; that’s where most
of our R&D activities stand, developing
higher performance products and focus
on light management. If you can say
there’s a mega-trend out there it’s managing both of those, energy and light.
USG: The glass industry is one that is
continually evolving; how would you like
to see PPG’s flat glass business evolve
over the next few years?
RB: It’s a business that’s more than
what it was 20 years ago, melting sand
and soda ash and making clear glass—it’s
[now] really about the research activities
going on in the glass business and how
those research activities are going to improve—for instance, how efficient solar
cells are. We’ve got a project to improve
the energy-efficiency of solar cells up to 10
percent… We have a fine chemicals group
that makes small molecules for organic
light emitting diodes and we combine that
chemistry with our glass chemistry to really work on this Department of Energy
project in creating white light in office
buildings in a much more efficient way.
Those are the types of things that really excite me about the opportunities in the
glass business and what we can do.
If you’re going through what we’ve
gone through for the last four years it really challenges everyone to be more creative. I think we’ve seen some of that.
Even some of the incentives the government has put out there
really tackle some of
these major energy
opportunities. And
a lot of them play
into our core competency as a company, a combination
of coatings, chemistry and glass. ■
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Reviews&Previews
USGlass Co-Sponsors
Façade Design Seminar
SGlass magazine has signed on as a co-sponsor
of the 2nd Façades Design & Delivery Conference
taking place September 7-9 at the Los Angeles
Marriott Downtown in Los Angeles.
The event will focus on available innovations that
deliver high performance and fit-for-purpose façade
design and will gather façade engineers, construction
companies and property developers to share how they
are implementing new façade delivery techniques.
New façade design topics being presented include
information on designing a façade that integrates both
the natural environment and skyline or built environment; keeping up to building codes and regulations;
how to best take environmental factors likely to affect
the building into consideration; being an integral element of the planning stages in order to help shape the
vision and know how to meet and prioritize needs; and
benchmarking across various projects to gain a global
perspective and fit for purpose solutions. In addition
to two days of presentations, several in-depth workshops will be offered.
Scheduled presenters include Raymond Pan, senior president of HMC Architects; Jim Crawford, partner of Richard Meier & Partners Architects; Matt
Williams, associate/LA façade practice leader of
ARUP; Mark Dannettel, vice president of Thornton
Tomasetti; John Rovi, business development manager
for CDC; and Stephen Selkowitz, head of the Building
Technologies Department for Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.
USGlass magazine readers can receive 20 percent off
the standard all-access price when using the discount
code FGLMAG2. Call 212/885-2738 for details.
❙❙➤ www.facadedesignanddelivery.com

U

Glass TEXpo™ 2012
April 12-13, 2012
El Tropicano Holiday Inn Riverwalk
San Antonio, TX

CLUs
Availab

le

IGMA Plans Summer Conference

Plan
Now!

Co-sponsored by USGlass,
WINDOW FILM, and DWM magazines.
For more information visit
www.usglassmag.com/texpo or call 540/720-5584

SEE US AT GREENBUILD 2011
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The Insulating Glass Manufacturers Alliance (IGMA) is
holding its summer technical conference at the Delta
Victoria Ocean Pointe Resort & Spa in Victoria, B.C., August 29-31. The association is celebrating ten years
since the merger of IGMAC and SIGMA with discounted
membership rates for new members and a number of
networking activities and special presentations.
❙❙➤ www.igmaonline.org ■
www.usglassmag.com
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Up&Coming
NORTH AMERICAN EVENTS
2011
September 7-9, 2011
Façade Design & Delivery
Organized by International
Quality & Productivity
Center (IQPC).
Los Angeles Marriott Downtown.
Los Angeles.
Contact: IQPC
at 800/882-8684.

September 12-14, 2011
GlassBuild America
Organized by the National
Glass Association, the Glass
Association of North America
(GANA), the American
Architectural Manufacturers
Association (AAMA), the
Insulating Glass Manufacturers
Alliance and the Bath Enclosure
Manufacturers Alliance.
Georgia World Congress Center.
Atlanta.
Contact: Show organizers
at 866/342-5642.

September 14-16, 2011
Construct Show
Sponsored by
the Construction
Specifications Institute.
McCormick Place.
Chicago.
Contact: Show
organizers
at 972/536-6429.

September 15-17, 2011
International Window Film
Tint-Off and Conference™
Co-sponsored by IWFA and
WINDOW FILM magazine.
Memphis Marriott
Downtown and Memphis
Cook Convention Center
Memphis, Tenn.
Contact: WINDOW
FILM magazine
at 540/720-5584.

September 15-17, 2011
Auto Glass Week™
Co-sponsored by AGRR ™
magazine, the Auto Glass
Replacement Safety
Standards Council Inc.,
the Independent Glass
Association, the NGA
and the National Windshield
Repair Association.
Memphis Marriott Downtown
and Memphis Cook
Convention Center.
Memphis, Tenn.
Contact: AGRR magazine
at 540/720-5584.
www.usglassmag.com

September 25-28, 2011
AAMA Fall Conference
Sponsored by AAMA.
JW Marriott Desert Springs.
Palm Springs, Calif.
Contact: AAMA
at 847/303-5664.

October 5-7, 2011
Greenbuild 2011
Sponsored by the U.S.
Green Building Council
(USGBC).
Metro Toronto
Convention Center.
Toronto.
Contact: USGBC
at 800/795-1747.

October 17-20, 2011
GANA Fall Conference
Sponsored by GANA.
Crowne Plaza
Kansas City Downtown.
Kansas City, Mo.
Contact: GANA
at 785/271-0208.

October 26-27, 2011
ASC Z97 Meeting
Sponsored by ANSI.
The Naples Bay Resort.
Naples, Fla.
Contact: Julie
Schimmelpenningh
at jcschi@solutia.com.

November 15-17, 2011
Win-Door North America
Sponsored by Fenestration
Canada.
Metro Toronto Convention Center.
Toronto.
Contact: Show organizers
at 800/282-0003.

2012
April 12-13, 2012
Glass TEXpo™ 2012
Sponsored by
USGlass magazine.
El Tropicano Riverwalk Hotel.
San Antonio.
Contact: USGlass magazine
at 540/720-5584.

INTERNATIONAL EVENTS
2011
October 26-29, 2011
Vitrum
Sponsored by the Italian
Machinery Manufacturers
Association (GIMAV).
Fiera Milano.
Milan, Italy.
Contact: GIMAV
at 39 02 33 00 70 32. ■
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ADHESIVES/SEALANTS
Adhesives, General

Dow Corning Corporation
2200 West Salzburg Road
Midland, MI 48686
Phone: 989/496-6000
www.dowcorning.com/construction
construction@dowcorning.com
TM

Trulite Glass &
Aluminum Solutions
10200 N.W. 67th Street
Tamarac, FL 33321
Phone: 800/432-8132
Fax: 954/724-2083
www.trulite.com
info@trulite.com

Walker Glass Co. Ltd.
9551 Ray Lawson
Montreal, QC H1J 1L5 Canada
Phone: 888/320-3030
Fax: 514/351-3010
www.walkerglass.com
Block

Decalite Ltd.
The Portergate Ecclesall Road
Sheffield S11-8NX, UK
Phone: 01142-096096
Fax: 01142-096001
Curved/Bent

California Glass Bending
320 E. Harry Bridges Blvd.
Wilmington, CA 90744
Ph: 800/223-6594
Fax: 310/549-5398
www.calglassbending.com
glassinfo@calglassbending.com

Glazing Compounds

Omaha Wholesale Hardware
1201 Pacific Street
Omaha, NE 68108
Phone: 800/238-4566
Fax: 402/444-1659
ARCHITECTURAL GLASS
Architectural Glass,
General

Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope™
50 manufacturing
locations throughout
North America
Phone: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com

Precision Glass
Bending Corp.
PO Box 1970, 3811 Hwy 10 West
Greenwood, AR 72936-1970
Phone: 800/543-8796 or 479/996-8065
Fax: 800/543-8798 or 479/996-8962
www.e-bentglass.com
sales@e-bentglass.com
Decorative

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
Phone: 201/553-1850
Fax: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com
Film Covered Wire

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
Phone: 888/653-3333
Fax: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

Acid Etched Glass

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
Phone: 201/553-1850
Fax: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com
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TM

Trulite Glass &
Aluminum Solutions
10200 N.W. 67th Street
Tamarac, FL 33321
Phone: 800/432-8132
Fax: 954/724-2083
www.trulite.com
info@trulite.com
Fire-Rated Glass,
Impact Resistant

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
Phone: 201/553-1850
Fax: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com

Fire-Rated Glass

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
Phone: 201/553-1850
Fax: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com

TM

Trulite Glass &
Aluminum Solutions
10200 N.W. 67th Street
Tamarac, FL 33321
Phone: 800/432-8132
Fax: 954/724-2083
www.trulite.com
info@trulite.com

Technical Glass Products
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
Phone: 800/426-0279
Fax: 800/451-9857
www.tgpamerica.com
sales@fireglass.com

GLASSOPOLIS
USGlass Readers Choice
Product of the Year
PYRAN Platinum
Phone: 800/262-9600
Fax: 800/872-9601
www.glassopolis.com
sales@glassopolis.com
We Put Glass Contractors First.
Fast Quotes. Fast Delivery.
SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
Phone: 888/653-3333
Fax: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

GLASSOPOLIS
USGlass Readers Choice
Product of the Year
PYRAN Platinum F & L
Your choice: Filmed or Lami
Phone: 800/262-9600
Fax: 800/872-9601
www.glassopolis.com
sales@glassopolis.com
We Put Glass Contractors First.
Fast Quotes. Fast Delivery.
SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
Phone: 888/653-3333
Fax: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com
Technical Glass Products
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
Phone: 800/426-0279
Fax: 800/451-9857
www.tgpamerica.com
sales@fireglass.com
www.usglassmag.com
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Hurricane-Resistant

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
Phone: 888/653-3333
Fax: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

Laminated,
Glass-Polycarbonate

California Glass Bending
320 E. Harry Bridges Blvd.
Wilmington, CA 90744
Ph: 800/223-6594
Fax: 310/549-5398
www.calglassbending.com
glassinfo@calglassbending.com

Technical Glass Products
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
Phone: 800/426-0279
Fax: 800/451-9857
www.tgpamerica.com
sales@fireglass.com

Pattern Glass

Laminated

Radiation Shielding

Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope™
50 manufacturing
locations throughout
North America
Phone: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com

Amerope Enterprises Inc.
150 Commerce Rd.
Boynton Beach, FL 33426
Phone: 800/327-3320
Fax: 561/737-3721
www.amerope.com
claire@amerope.com

Precision Glass
Bending Corp.
PO Box 1970, 3811 Hwy 10 West
Greenwood, AR 72936-1970
Phone: 800/543-8796 or 479/996-8065
Fax: 800/543-8798 or 479/996-8962
www.e-bentglass.com
sales@e-bentglass.com

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
Phone: 201/553-1850
Fax: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com

Tempered

X-Ray Protective

Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope™
50 manufacturing
locations throughout
North America
Phone: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com

Amerope Enterprises Inc.
150 Commerce Rd.
Boynton Beach, FL 33426
Phone: 800/327-3320
Fax: 561/737-3721
www.amerope.com
claire@amerope.com

Precision Glass
Bending Corp.
PO Box 1970, 3811 Hwy 10 West
Greenwood, AR 72936-1970
Phone: 800/543-8796 or 479/996-8065
Fax: 800/543-8798 or 479/996-8962
www.e-bentglass.com
sales@e-bentglass.com
TM

Trulite Glass &
Aluminum Solutions
10200 N.W. 67th Street
Tamarac, FL 33321
Phone: 800/432-8132
Fax: 954/724-2083
www.trulite.com
info@trulite.com

ARCHITECTURAL METAL
Dies/Custom Metal

Wired

GLASSOPOLIS
Save BIG on sizes under 42"
Phone: 800/262-9600
Fax: 800/872-9601
www.glassopolis.com
sales@glassopolis.com
We Put Glass Contractors First.
Fast Quotes. Fast Delivery.

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
Phone: 888/653-3333
Fax: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com
X-Ray Fluoroscopic

TM

Trulite Glass &
Aluminum Solutions
10200 N.W. 67th Street
Tamarac, FL 33321
Phone: 800/432-8132
Fax: 954/724-2083
www.trulite.com
info@trulite.com
Laminated,
Fire-Rated Wire

Technical Glass Products
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
Phone: 800/426-0279
Fax: 800/451-9857
www.tgpamerica.com
sales@fireglass.com
www.usglassmag.com

Ray-Bar Engineering Corp.
697 W. Foothill Blvd.
Azusa, CA 91702
Phone: 800/444-XRAY or
800/444-9729
Fax: 800/444-0240
www.xrayglass.com
sales@xrayglass.com
Screenprinted Glass

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
Phone: 201/553-1850
Fax: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com

Ray-Bar Engineering Corp.
697 W. Foothill Blvd.
Azusa, CA 91702
Phone: 800/444-XRAY or
800/444-9729
Fax: 800/444-0240
www.xrayglass.com
sales@xrayglass.com

Amerope Enterprises Inc.
150 Commerce Rd.
Boynton Beach, FL 33426
Phone: 800/327-3320
Fax: 561/737-3721
www.amerope.com
claire@amerope.com

Ray-Bar Engineering Corp.
697 W. Foothill Blvd.
Azusa, CA 91702
Phone: 800/444-XRAY or
800/444-9729
Fax: 800/444-0240
www.xrayglass.com
sales@xrayglass.com

EFCO Corporation
1000 County Road
Monett, MO 65708
Phone: 800/221-4169
Fax: 417/235-7313
Metals, General

TM

Trulite Glass &
Aluminum Solutions
10200 N.W. 67th Street
Tamarac, FL 33321
Phone: 800/432-8132
Fax: 954/724-2083
www.trulite.com
info@trulite.com

USA Architectural
Aluminum Products
Kawneer Product Line
33 River Street, Suite 5
Thomaston, CT 06787
Phone: 855/USA-ALUM
Fax: 860/283-4484
www.usaaap.com
dave@usaaap.com
continued on page 66
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BATHROOM SPECIALTIES
TM

TM

Trulite Glass &
Aluminum Solutions
10200 N.W. 67th Street
Tamarac, FL 33321
Phone: 800/432-8132
Fax: 954/724-2083
www.trulite.com
info@trulite.com

Trulite Glass &
Aluminum Solutions
10200 N.W. 67th Street
Tamarac, FL 33321
Phone: 800/432-8132
Fax: 954/724-2083
www.trulite.com
info@trulite.com

Shower Door Hardware

C.R. Laurence Co. Inc.
2503 E Vernon Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90058
Phone: 800/421-6144
Fax: 800/262-3299
www.crlaurence.com
US Horizon Mfg., Inc.
28577 Industry Dr.
Valencia, CA 91355
Phone: 877/728-3874
Fax: 888/440-9567
www.ushorizon.com
COMMERCIAL
WINDOWS
Commercial Windows,
General

USA Architectural
Aluminum Products
Kawneer Product Line
33 River Street, Suite 5
Thomaston, CT 06787
Phone: 855/USA-ALUM
Fax: 860/283-4484
www.usaaap.com
dave@usaaap.com
Fire-Rated Windows

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
Phone: 888/653-3333
Fax: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com
CURTAINWALL
Curtainwall, General

Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope™
50 manufacturing
locations throughout
North America
Phone: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com

66

USA Architectural
Aluminum Products
Kawneer Product Line
33 River Street, Suite 5
Thomaston, CT 06787
Phone: 855/USA-ALUM
Fax: 860/283-4484
www.usaaap.com
dave@usaaap.com
DECORATIVE GLASS
Decorative Glass, General

Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope™
50 manufacturing
locations throughout
North America
Phone: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com
TM

Trulite Glass &
Aluminum Solutions
10200 N.W. 67th Street
Tamarac, FL 33321
Phone: 800/432-8132
Fax: 954/724-2083
www.trulite.com
info@trulite.com

Painted

General Door Hardware

Decorative Glass Company
14647 Lull Street
Van Nuys, CA 91405-1209
Phone: 800/768-3109
Fax: 818/785-7429

Akron Hardware
1100 Killian Road
Akron, OH 44312
Phone: 800/321-9602
Fax: 800/328-6070

DOORS
Bullet Resistant

C.R. Laurence Co. Inc.
2503 E Vernon Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90058
Phone: 800/421-6144
Fax: 800/262-3299
www.crlaurance.com

Total Security Solutions, Inc.
170 National Park Drive
Fowlerville, MI 48836
Phone: 866/930-7807
www.tssbulletproof.com
United States
Bullet Proofing, Inc.
16201 Branch Court
Upper Marlboro, MD 20774
Phone: 301/218-7920
Fax: 301/218-7925
www.usbulletproofing.com
info@usbulletproofing.com

DOOR COMPONENTS

Closers

Door Frames, Metal

Access Hardware Supply
14359 Catalina Street
San Leandro, CA 94577
Phone: 800/348-2263
Fax: 510/483-4500
Fire-Rated Doors

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124
Phone: 888/653-3333
Fax: 888/653-4444
www.safti.com
info@safti.com
Fire-Rated
Framing Systems

Able Glass, Inc.
2713 NW 19th St.
Pompano Beach, FL 33069
Phone: 877/303-0455
Fax: 954/978-2790
www.etchedbyable.com
info@etchedbyable.com

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
Phone: 888/653-3333
Fax: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

Walker Glass Co. Ltd.
9551 Ray Lawson
Montreal, QC H1J 1L5 Canada
Phone: 888/320-3030
Fax: 514/351-3010
www.walkerglass.com
sales@walkerglass.com

Technical Glass Products
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
Phone: 800/426-0279
Fax: 800/451-9857
www.tgpamerica.com
sales@fireglass.com

Etched Glass
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JLM Wholesale, Inc.
3095 Mullins Court
Oxford, MI 48371
Phone: 800/522-2940
Fax: 800/782-1160
www.jlmwholesale.com
sales@jlmwholesale.com

USA Architectural
Aluminum Products
Kawneer Product Line
33 River Street, Suite 5
Thomaston, CT 06787
Phone: 855/USA-ALUM
Fax: 860/283-4484
www.usaaap.com
dave@usaaap.com
DOOR HARDWARE AND
RELATED PRODUCTS

JLM Wholesale, Inc.
3095 Mullins Court
Oxford, MI 48371
Phone: 800/522-2940
Fax: 800/782-1160
www.jlmwholesale.com
sales@jlmwholesale.com
TM

Trulite Glass &
Aluminum Solutions
10200 N.W. 67th Street
Tamarac, FL 33321
Phone: 800/432-8132
Fax: 954/724-2083
www.trulite.com
info@trulite.com
www.usglassmag.com
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Track Caps

Johnson Bros. Metal Forming
5520 McDermott Dr.
Berkeley, IL 60163
Phone: 708/449-7050
Fax: 708/449-0042
GLASS FURNITURE
Table Tops

Spancraft Ltd.
920 Railroad Ave.
Woodmere, NY 11598
Phone: 516/295-0055
Fax: 516/569-3333
www.spancraft.com
Jordan@Spancraft.com
GLASS HANDLING/
TRANSPORTATION
Handling Equipment,
General

Rolltech Industries
11 Dansk Court
Toronto, ON M9W 5N6 Canada
Phone: 419/337-0631
Fax: 419/337-1471
Packaging

TM

Trulite Glass &
Aluminum Solutions
10200 N.W. 67th Street
Tamarac, FL 33321
Phone: 800/432-8132
Fax: 954/724-2083
www.trulite.com
info@trulite.com
Airspacers

Alumet Mfg., Inc.
3803 136th St. NE
Marysville, WA 98271
Phone: 360/653-6666 or
800/343-8360
Fax: 360/653-9884
Helima Helvetion Intl.
PO Box 1348
Duncan, SC 29334-1348
Phone: 800/346-6628
Fax: 864/439-6065
www.helima.de
kmadey@helimasc.com
Muntin Bars

SaberPack
Interleaving Powders
471 Apollo Drive, #10
Lino Lakes, MN 55014
Phone: 651/784-1414
Fax: 651/780-0432
www.saberpack.com
INFORMATION
& ORGANIZATIONS
Associations

Insulating Glass
Manufacturers Alliance
1500 Bank Street, Suite 300
Ottawa, ON K1H 1B8 008
Phone: 613/233-1510
Fax: 613/482-9436
www. igmaonline.org
INSULATING GLASS
AND COMPONENTS

Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope™
50 manufacturing
locations throughout
North America
Phone: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com
www.usglassmag.com

Alumet Mfg., Inc.
3803 136th St. NE
Marysville, WA 98271
Phone: 360/653-6666 or
800/343-8360
Fax: 360/653-9884
Spacers

Edgetech I.G. Inc.
800 Cochran Ave.
Cambridge, OH 43725
Phone: 740/439-2338
Fax: 740/439-0127
www.edgetechig.com
Units, Bent-Curved

Precision Glass
Bending Corp.
PO Box 1970, 3811 Hwy 10 West
Greenwood, AR 72936-1970
Phone: 800/543-8796 or 479/996-8065
Fax: 800/543-8798 or 479/996-8962
www.e-bentglass.com
sales@e-bentglass.com

INSULATING
GLASS MACHINERY
AND EQUIPMENT

IGE Solutions Inc.
2875 Jupiter Park Dr., Ste. 100
Jupiter, FL 33458
Phone: 561/741-7300
Fax: 561/741-3071
www.igesolutions.com
Production Lines

TM

Trulite Glass &
Aluminum Solutions
10200 N.W. 67th Street
Tamarac, FL 33321
Phone: 800/432-8132
Fax: 954/724-2083
www.trulite.com
info@trulite.com
Acid Etched Mirror

Edgetech I.G. Inc.
800 Cochran Ave.
Cambridge, OH 43725
Phone: 740/439-2338
Fax: 740/439-0127
www.edgetechig.com

Walker Glass Co. Ltd.
9551 Ray Lawson
Montreal, QC H1J 1L5 Canada
Phone: 888/320-3030
Fax: 514/351-3010
www.walkerglass.com

MACHINERY/EQUIPMENT

Erdman Automation Corp.
1603 South 14th Street
Princeton, MN 55371
Phone: 763/389-9475
Fax: 763/389-9757
www.erdmanautomation.com
IGE Solutions Inc.
2875 Jupiter Park Dr., Ste. 100
Jupiter, FL 33458
Phone: 561/741-7300
Fax: 561/741-3071
www.igesolutions.com
Laminated Lines/
Machinery

Casso-Solar
Technologies LLC
230 US Route 202
Pomona, NY 10970
Phone: 845/354-2010
Fax: 845/547-0328
www.cassosolartechnologies.com
sales@cassosolartechnologies.com
MIRROR AND MIRROR
RELATED PRODUCTS
Mirror, General

Palmer Mirro-Mastics
146 St. Matthews Avenue
PO Box 7155
Louisville, KY 40257-0155
Phone: 502/893-3668 or
800/431-6151
Fax: 502/895-9253
www.mirro-mastic.com

Antique Mirror

Spancraft Ltd.
920 Railroad Ave.
Woodmere, NY 11598
Phone: 516/295-0055
Fax: 516/569-3333
www.spancraft.com
Jordan@Spancraft.com
Timeless Reflections
111 W. Erie St.
Spring Valley, IL 61362
Phone: 815/663-8148
Fax: 866/928-3330
www.antiqued-mirrors.com
SERVICES
Modeled Submissions

(en-'te-lә-kē)
“Modeled for the future”
www.entelechycorp.com
Shop Drawings

Drafting Services
by Scott Brown, Inc.
156 Peachtree East, Ste. 225
Peachtree City, GA 30269
Phone: 770/461-8092
Fax: 678/489-9037

continued on page 68
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SKYLIGHTS & OVERHEAD
GLAZING SYSTEMS
Skylight, General

Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope™
50 manufacturing locations
throughout North America
Phone: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com
Skylights

A Site Designed
Exclusively for
Contract Glaziers
From USGlass
Magazine
Visit
www.usglassmag.com/
contractglazing

to view:
• In-depth Articles;
• Business News;
• Informational Videos;
• Glazing Columns;
• Installation Information;
• Company News;

O’Keeffe’s Inc.
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124
Phone: 415/822-4222
Fax: 415/822-5222
www.okeeffes.com
SOFTWARE
Software, General

Albat + Wirsam
North America
1540 Cornwall Rd., Suite 214
Oakville, ON L6J 7W5
Phone: 905/338-5650
Fax: 905/338-5671
www.albat-wirsam.com
moreinfo@albat-wirsam.com
PMC Software Inc.
Bartles Corner Business Park
8 Bartles Corner Rd., Suite 11
Flemington, NJ 08822
Phone: 908/806-7824
Fax: 908/806-3951
www.pmcsoftware.com

• Industry Events;
• And so Much More!

Point of Sale

Quest Software Inc.
1000 E. Sturgis St., Suite 8
St. Johns, MI 48879
Phone: 800/541-2593
Fax: 517/224-7067
www.questsoftware.com
SOLAR GLAZING
MACHINERY

IGE Solutions Inc.
2875 Jupiter Park Dr., Ste. 100
Jupiter, FL 33458
Phone: 561/741-7300
Fax: 561/741-3071
www.igesolutions.com
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STOREFRONT/
ENTRANCES
Storefront Material,
General

Oldcastle
BuildingEnvelope™
50 manufacturing locations
throughout North America
Phone: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com
Pittco Architectural
Metals, Inc.
1530 Landmeier Rd.
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
Phone: 800/992-7488
Fax: 847/593-9946
info@pittcometals.com
www.pittcometals.com

TM

Trulite Glass &
Aluminum Solutions
10200 N.W. 67th Street
Tamarac, FL 33321
Phone: 800/432-8132
Fax: 954/724-2083
www.trulite.com
info@trulite.com
TOOLS AND SUPPLIES

Bohle America
10924 Granite Street, Suite 200
Charlotte, NC 28273
Phone: 704/887-3457
Fax: 704/887-3456
www.bohle-america.com
Cleaning Towels

Jacone Distributors
5717 Samstone Ct.
Cincinnati, OH 45242
Phone: 513/745-0244
Fax: 513/745-9581
marji@fuse.net
Glass Restoration

GlasWeld Systems
29578 Empire Blvd.
Bend, OR 97701
Phone: 541/388-1156
Fax: 541/388-1157
www.glasweld.com

WINDOW HARDWARE

Strybuc Industries
2006 Elmwood Ave.
Sharon Hills, PA 19078
Phone: 800/352-0800
Fax: 610/534-3202
www.strybuc.com
Stiffeners

Alumet Mfg., Inc.
3803 136th St. NE
Marysville, WA 98271
Phone: 360/653-6666 or
800/343-8360
Fax: 360/653-9884
WINDOWS
Blast Resistant

United States
Bullet Proofing, Inc.
16201 Branch Court
Upper Marlboro, MD 20774
Phone: 301/218-7920
Fax: 301/218-7925
www.usbulletproofing.com
info@usbulletproofing.com
Fire-Rated

Technical Glass Products
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
Phone: 800/426-0279
Fax: 800/451-9857
www.tgpamerica.com
sales@fireglass.com
General Tools & Supplies

Pacific Laser Systems
449 Coloma Street
Sausalito, CA 94965
Phone: 800/601-4500
Fax: 415/289-5789 ■
To place your listing in
the Supplier’s Guide,
please contact
Janeen Mulligan at
540/720-5584,
ext. 112, or email
jmulligan@glass.com.
Listings start at $350.
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Products for Sale

Businesses for Sale

Curved China Cabinet Glass

Glass Shop for Sale

Standard curves fit most cabinets - one
day service. Most sizes $90, $95, $98 and
each piece is delivered. Call 512/2373600, Peco Glass Bending, PO Box 777,
Smithville, TX 78957.

28 yr. established full line glass shop
West central OK. Last 5 yrs. sales $4.4m.
Large trade area, good vehicle fleet.
Owner ready to retire. $800k. Building
for lease. glass4sale@live.com

Employment/Help Wanted
PRODUCT DESIGNER WANTED
EFCO, a Pella Company, is a leading manufacturer of
architectural aluminum window, curtain wall, storefront
and entrance systems for commercial architectural
applications.
Duties:
Designing core products (extrusion/die and fabrication drawings),
technical support relating to products and product performance,
technical product documentation and any and all technical aspects
ȱȱȱǰȱǰȱęȱȱǯȱ
ȱȱȱȱ ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ
following: window, sliding glass door, storefront or curtain wall
ǯȱ ȱȱȱ ȱȱȱ¢ȱȱȱȱȱ
ȱȱȱȃȱȱȄǯȱȱȱȱȱ
ȱȱȱ ǯȱ
Education and Experience:
Bachelors degree in Construction, Engineering Science or Project
Management is desired; and/or minimum of 3 years of related
¡ȱȦȱǲȱȱȱȱȱȱ
experience.

Employment/
Help Wanted
Become an Independent
Sales Affiliate
Swarf Buster is seeking independent sales
representatives for its newly commercialized PATENTED environmentally friendly
technology for glass fabrication. Our Next
Generation Coolant provides a revolutionary method for optimizing glass particleremoval-rate, the key to: longer tool life,
optimal production throughout, product
quality, reduced energy consumption, less
downtime, solids removal, and fewer pipe
clogs. Swarf Buster is the perfect opportunity for any seasoned sales representative
in the glass industry - it provides a truly
unique value.
Requirements:
• Ability to influence positive change
with plant managers and maintenance engineers in the glass industry
• At least 3 years of demonstrated successful sales and support.
• Impeccable reputation for customer
service.
• Other requirements may apply.
Inquire via our “Contact Us” page at
www.SwarfBuster.com
SUN

METALS

Computer Skills:

Independent Reps Wanted

ȱȱ¡ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱǱȱȱ
ǰȱ¡ǰȱȱȱ ȱǲȱǰȱ ȱȱȱřȬȱ
modeling software.

Sun Metals Systems is a manufacturer of
high-performance commercial architectural windows, curtain wall and sliding
glass doors. We are aggressively expanding our representation throughout the
United States and looking for qualified architectural reps.

Please send your resume to Resumes@efcocorp.com or mail to:
EFCO, a Pella Company
1000 County Road
ĴǰȱȱŜśŝŖŞ
ĴǱȱ ȱȬȱȱ
EFCO, a Pella Company is an equal oppurtunity employeer

www.usglassmag.com

Send inquiries to
sales@sunmetalssystems.com
Visit: www.sunmetalsystems.com
continued on page 70
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Used Equipment

Industry Services

USED MACHINERY
BOUGHT & SOLD

Bieber Consulting
Group, LLC

www.glassmachinerysales.com
Ph: 724/348-8450

All Machines in Stock
72”, 48” Horizontal Washers
6 scrub, 6 drying brushes + hot air
8 Spindle Beveler. 2” bevels $38,000.00
Used 9 spindle flat Edger/Miter
$21,000.00
Shape edger/Beveler $14,500.00
Prices EXW Miami
www.jordonglass.com
Ph: 1-800-833-2159
E-mail: glass1usa@att.net

Classifieds go
online every day!

is a group of retired glass industry
executives with the ability to solve
your problems, grow your business
and add to your revenue stream. With
over 40 years of expertise managing
sales and profits, we know cost reduction, sales & marketing, finance, glass
fabrication, safety, purchasing, labor
relations and more. To explore how we
can be of benefit to you, call Paul
Bieber at 603/242-3521 or e-mail
paulbaseball@msn.com.

Employment/
Help Wanted
Manufacturer’s Reps
SAGE Electrochromics, the world’s leading manufacturer of electrochromic glass,
is looking for aggressive representatives to
build the market in the exciting green industry for dynamic windows. Applicants
must be self-starter organizations looking
to differentiate themselves from the pack.
Exclusive territories are available. Email
your resume to sales.resumes@sageec.com. Company info. is available at
www.sage-ec.com

To place your listing, please contact Janeen Mulligan at
540/720-5584, ext. 112, or email jmulligan@glass.com.
Listings start at $119 per column inch.

SEE US AT GREENBUILD 2011
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[advertising index]
Page

Company

Phone

Fax

Web Address

59

Aluflam North America

714/899-3990

714/899-3933

www.aluflam-usa.com

24

Azon Systems Inc.

800/788-5942

269/373-9295

www.azonintl.com

63

California Glass Bending

800/223-6594

310/549-5398

www.calglassbending.com

3

Cardinal LG

952/935-1722

952/935-5538

www.cardinalcorp.com

33

DeGorter Inc.

704/282-2055

704/225-8290

www.degorter.com

18

Fenzi North America

416/674-3831

416/674-9323

www.fenzi-na.com

Glass Association of North America

785/271-0208

785/271-0166

www.glasswebsite.com

62

Glass Expos

540/720-5584

540/720-5687 www.usglassmag.com/texpo

15

Glassopolis

800/262-9600

800/872-9601

www.glassopolis.com

73

Glasswerks L.A. Inc.

888/789-7810

888/789-7820

www.glasswerks.com

5

Glaston - Bavelloni

+358 10 500 500 +358 10 500 6515

www.glaston.net

21

Guardian Industries

866/482-7374

248/340-2111

www.sunguardglass.com

14

JLM Wholesale

800/522-2940

248/628-6733

www.jlmwholesale.com

63

Jordon Glass Corp.

800/833-2159

305/482-0119

www.jordonglass.com

Kawneer Co. Inc.

770/449-5555

770/734-1560

www.kawneer.com

9

Lauren Manufacturing

800/683-0676

330/308-7652

www.lauren.com

22

MyGlassTruck.com

800/254-3643

856/863-6704

www.myglasstruck.com

12-13

Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope™

866/653-2278

770/497-3656

www.oldcastlebe.com

17

Painters & Allied Trades LMCI

888/934-6474

301/654-2025

www.lmcionline.org

23

Pilkington

800/221-0444

419/247-4517

www.pilkington.com

74

PPG Industries Inc.

888/774-4332

412/826-2299

www.ppgideascapes.com

22

Precision Glass Bending

800/543-8796

800/543-8798

www.e-bentglass.com

62

Pulp Studio Inc.

310/815-4999

310/815-4990

www.switchlite.com

37

Quanex Building Products

800/233-4383

740/439-0121

www.quanex.com

7

SAFTI FIRST Fire Rated Glazing Solutions™

888/653-3333

415/822-5222

www.safti.com

45

Salem Distributors

800/234-1982

336/766-1119

www.salemdist.com

19

SCHOTT North America Inc.

502/657-4417

502/966-4976

www.schott.com

53

Soft Tech America

954/568-3198

954/563-6116

www.softtechnz.com

C2

Technical Glass Products

800/426-0279

800/451-9857

www.fireglass.com

1

Trulite Glass & Aluminum

800/432-8132

954/724-9293

www.trulite.com

39

Western Window Systems

602/304-2905

602-323-6144

www.westernws.com

18, 55, 70

11, 25

For more information on these companies’ products, visit http://products.usglassmag.com
www.usglassmag.com
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theBusiness

#1 … 15 Years Later
by Lyle R. Hill
Note: Fifteen years ago, in July of 1996,
I wrote the following article which introduced my first, and at the time only,
grandchild, Jake. There are now eight
more grandchildren, each uniquely wonderful and different from the other. The
trees mentioned in the article have now
grown quite a bit and so has Jake. I hope
you enjoy reading this as much as I enjoyed writing it all those years ago. -Lyle
e’s absolutely incredible. Not only
is he extremely intelligent …
perhaps even gifted … but he’s
intuitive, good-looking, unbelievably coordinated, energetic and adorable. And I
assure you that the fact that he’s my 3 1⁄2year-old grandson has absolutely no influence whatsoever on my opinion of him.
His name is Jake, and I have to tell you,
he’s having a dramatic impact on my life.
You see, Jake is perhaps, above all else, a
great teacher. There is hardly a week that
goes by that Jake does not teach me
some valuable insight into the meaning
of life in general and the art of business
in particular. If you doubt this, I dare you
to go to your nearest video rental store
and check out either the Lorax by Dr.
Seuss (a great study in environmental
protection and industrial waste), or the
Sneeches on the Beaches, also by Seuss
(an excellent primer on organizational
behavior and motivation). If these topics don’t interest you, try the Butter Battle Story (a treatise on the dangers of the
arms race and nuclear proliferation), or
the Story of the Zax (an exposé on the ultimate consequences of executive obstinance). Yes, if it weren’t for Jake, I would
have never known about any of this. So
believe me, when Jake says,“Grandpa, do
you want to watch a video with me?” I
quickly respond in the affirmative because I know that the odds are very good
that a valuable new learning experience
awaits me.
Recently, Jake taught me an excellent lesson in customer service and, with his en-

H
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Jake seated at the drums with the band Finding Valor
after their July 4 performance in Lombard, Ill.

“Don’t be silly, Grandpa,” he giggled
couragement, I am sharing it here with
you. By the way, if it turns out to be of value back.“The one by the river is the good one.”
Then it hit me. He was right … as
to you, you can send your thanks to him
through me. He accepts Lego® sets, Lin- usual. There are four McDonald’s within
coln Logs®, Dr. Seuss videos and, of course a few minutes of my house. The menu is
the same, the prices are the same and the
… cash. Do not send stuffed animals.
product reputedly is the same. Of the four,
Okay, here we go …
Last weekend, Jake was helping me one offers terrible service, two are okay,
plant a couple of small evergreens that but one has a tremendous staff that is not
had been given to me as a birthday pres- only friendlier, but more efficient than the
ent. We dug the holes, dropped the little other three. And if the product is the
trees in and carefully packed the dirt in product is the product, and price and
and around them. We then filled a water- travel are not a factor, why not deal with
ing pail and sprinkled the ground as rec- the firm that is known to have friendlier,
ommended. When the work was done, I more efficient customer-oriented servsuggested to Jake that we go inside be- ice? Whatever the goods or services,
cause the temperature was starting to heaven knows that potential customers
in every field can buy it from a dozen or
drop and it was going to start raining.
Jake resisted this. He wanted to stay more places at or about the same price.
and watch the trees grow. I had made the But if you want to separate yourself from
mistake of telling him that if we took the rest, you better offer something difgood care of the trees and watered them ferent or better than the other guy.
“Okay,” I said, picking him up and
regularly, they would be bigger than him
in no time. He wanted to hang around hugging him, “let’s go to the good Mcand watch this firsthand. Jake and I had Donald’s by the river.”
“Okay, Grandpa,” he responded.
reached an impasse, but because I am
“And by the way, Jake, if you needed a
aware of his one genetic flaw, I knew expiece of glass replace, who would you call?”
actly how to gain the upper hand.
He looked at me and smiled that sly
“Jake,” I began, “how about we go to
McDonald’s and get something to eat and little smile of his.
“C’mon,” I continued as he wiggled
then come back and check on the trees?”
“Okay, Grandpa,” he replied, but let’s out of my arms, “if you needed a piece
go to the good McDonald’s and not a of glass replaced, who would you call?
… Jake, Grandpa asked you a quesbad one.”
This confused me for a minute. Yes, tion … why are you giggling, Jake …
Jake does know a lot of things that I Grandpa really needs an answer here
don’t know. It’s also true that he has an … Jake, come back here …” ■
ability to discern things that most
adults lack, but what could he
possibly mean by this statement?
L y l e R . H i l l is the
managing director of Keytech
I mean, who better than McDonNorth America, a company
ald’s exemplifies the highest level
providing research and
of consistency of product and
technical services for the glass
service? And while all hamburgand metal industry. Hill has
ers may not be created equal, all
more than 40 years experience in the glass
McDonald’s hamburgers cerand metal industry and can be reached at
tainly are.
lhill@glass.com. You can read his blog every
“Jake,” I asked, “which McDon- Wednesday at www.usgnn.com.
ald’s is the good one?”
www.usglassmag.com
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®

New Solarban R100 solar control, low-e glass.
A better glass for a better environment.
Clean lines. Clean look. Clean conscience. It’s a lot to expect from an ordinary piece of glass. Then
again, Solarban® R100 solar control, low-e glass is about as far from ordinary as you get – thanks to
a Solar Heat Gain Coefﬁcient of .23 and a neutral-reﬂective appearance that lets your building put its
best face forward. And you’ll really be surprised by the extraordinary energy savings you can expect
with Solarban R100 glass. To get your copy of the white paper, go to ppgideascapes.com/SBr100.

Solarban, IdeaScapes, PPG and the PPG logo are trademarks owned by PPG Industries Ohio, Inc. | Cradle to Cradle CertiﬁedCM is a certiﬁcation mark of MBDC.

PPG Industries, Inc., Glass Business & Discovery Center, 400 Guys Run Road, Pittsburgh, PA 15024 www.ppgideascapes.com
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SolarWatch

event news

GANA, ASTM Hold
Second Solar Symposium
pproximately 30 people visiting
Baltimore for ASTM International’s June meetings opted to
focus on glass’ role in solar power, by
participating in a solar glass symposium held jointly with the Glass Association of North America (GANA).
Patrick Sargent of AGC Solar opened
the symposium with a discussion on
“what’s going on in the solar industry,
the challenges and the trends … the
things that are going to make us able to
sell glass in the solar industry.”
Among those things will be aesthetics. In his photovoltaic (PV) market
forecast, Sargent joked that PV now is
where Apple was with the “little gray
box” and needs to move to the iPad—
from engineering to marketing. Aesthetics will start to play more of a role
as the engineering is fine-tuned.
Germany followed by Italy are the top
demand markets, followed by North
America, but Sargent added that North
America is on track to take the lead
over those respective countries (versus

A

Europe as a whole).Much of the solar
growth in Europe has been driven by
incentives, and Sargent pointed out the
United States may be on the right track
in not adopting that. Incentives promote a fast demand until there’s more
supply then can be absorbed by the
market, then incentives are cut. He
added that it might be better to not
have every region come online at once,
so manufacturing can keep pace.
Sargent also commented on how price
drives demand. He explained that during
the recent, unusually cold winter, PV installations stalled. As demand increased,
local supply slowed, although imports
continued to flood the market. Sargent
felt the resulting cost drop may be bad for
manufacturers in the short-term, but
good in the long-term since driving costs
down is key to market growth.
He added that the product being
made for solar right now is coming
largely from China. He suggested that
pro-solar policies might need to be reconsidered for pro-manufacturing poli-

Patrick Sargent

Jordi Villanueva
Dr. Dino Fenzi

cies. On the other hand, solar creates
more jobs per megawatt in North America than any other energy source. From
2010 to 2011, solar industry-related jobs
grew by 26 percent to 126,000.
So how do we take advantage of the industry here today? Global solar demand
is growing from 2009 to 2013 by 191 percent; for North America that forecast is
500 percent. On the other hand, “North
America is not keeping up pace for global
demand—but China is,” he said.
Other speakers focused on concentrated solar power (CPV), which uses
large amounts of glass in its field-installed mirrors. Dr. Dino Fenzi focused
specifically on paint systems for solar
mirrors. As he explained, without durability, the mirror will fail in these applications, investment lost, making it
important to guarantee the life of the
mirror. On the other hand, the foremost
goal of the solar industry now is to lower
costs to encourage widespread adoption.
Fenzi went on to explain that, over the
years, the mirror industry has likewise
focused on reducing costs and creating
an extremely efficient process that has
led to increasing production of mirror
around the world.“But,” Fenzi cautioned,
“the solar mirror is a different animal.”
While mirror manufacturers may
meet the standards required to guarantee the life of a mirror in a home, those
standards don’t come close to meeting
the durability required for the concentrated solar power (CSP) mirrors installed in the desert, exposed for
decades to the elements. “You must forget what has been considered so far to
be a benchmark for mirror,” Fenzi said.
He next explained that there are essentially two technologies for mirror
production: silver-and-copper mirrors
and copper-free mirrors. The first re-
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quires lead in the paint, the second does
not. Copper-free mirrors meet EPA regulations, he added, but may not meet
the durability and transmission requirements of the solar industry.
Manufacturers, he said, often “try to
compromise between good performance and trying to make a solar mirror
like a traditional mirror.” On the other
hand, the solar industry wants the
cheapest mirror possible but can’t compromise on quality. “There’s not the
strength to tell the solar mirror market
... that [mirror] must be produced at a
higher cost and must cost more.”
He proceeded to explain how coatings, when applied and processed properly, can protect the mirrors from many
common problems in the field.
Jordi Villanueva of Rioglass Solar focused specifically on parabolic troughs
and the benefits of using tempered glass
for solar reflectors. Villanueva walked his
audience through the safety benefits of
tempered glass, noting the reduced risk of
injury during installation and maintenance of these units. During his presentation he reviewed various tests, including
tests for impact, thermal breakage and
wind resistance, and noted that there are
no standards for solar mirrors—yet.“We
believe tempered glass should be mandatory,” Villanueva concluded.
Standards were mentioned frequently during the symposium.
In addition to Fenzi’s comments that
existing mirror standards don’t meet the
durability necessary for CSP mirrors,
Villanueva noted that parabolic troughs
likewise need a standard, perhaps one
that makes the use of tempered glass
mandatory. And Dr. Mei Wen of Arkema
Inc., in describing “TCO-Coated Glass
for PV Applications,” stressed that a
standardized method is needed to test
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Chris Moore

Mei Wen

solar modules that use transparent conductive oxide (TCO) films.
TCO-coated glass is used as a substrate for thin film PV modules, specifically for amorphous silicone and
cadmium telluride (a-Si and CdTe respectively) applications. The TCO coating is very important to increasing the
light passing into the cell, Wen explained, but there is no set method for
testing the susceptibility of TCO delamination in PV modules or other potential failures. And, as Dr. Chris Moore of
Semilab later elaborated, TCO coatings
do not consist of a simple, smooth layer,
making it difficult to measure—at least
consistently—throughout the industry.
“TCO is layered, roughened,” he said,
“however you want to say it, since there’s
no terminology in the industry for this.”
Moore pointed out there are “a bunch of
different ways to measure” haze (or the
percentage of deflected light), “and
they’ll give you different results, and
some of those results are misleading,
which is even more difficult.”
However, Moore went on to explain
that the glass industry already is being
affected by standards developed by
Semiconductor Equipment and Materials International (SEMI). Currently
SEMI is working in PV in a large number of areas, Moore said, and a number
of these efforts now affect the glass industry—some to be balloted and some
already in use. These include standards
on topics ranging from the definition of
anti-reflective coated glass to what a
thin film substrate is supposed to look
like—to a proposed test method for

Daryl Myers

haze on TCO films. Already published
are standards on glass size and a related
guide on light scatter.
“SEMI standards are put in place so
suppliers and customers can do the
same thing and agree,” Moore said. He
noted that the SEMI standard process is
open to anyone around the world. And
while these standards aren’t mandatory,
he pointed out good standards can lead
to lower manufacturing costs, and so
people will begin to adopt them.
Regarding existing standards, Daryl
Myers with the National Renewable Energy Lab (NREL) discussed the status of
the reintroduction of ASTM E903-96 on
optical properties of materials for PV applications. As Myers explained at last
year’s ASTM meeting, (see August 2010
USGlass, page 16) the Standard Test
Method for Solar Absorptance, Reflectance
and Transmittance of Materials using Integrating Spheres essentially “died” in
2005 due to lack of re-balloting. However,
Myers says the standard covers properties now important in solar energy systems. Since the last meeting, Myers has
led the standard through a comments
process and is now working with contributors to resolve negative comments.
Myers hopes that these issues will be resolved by August in time for a new ballot.
GANA technical director Urmilla
Sowell closed the session by inviting
ASTM members to participate in future
activities with GANA’s Energy Division.
Even as the session ended, participants
were requesting information on next
year’s glass-focused symposium.
❙❙➤ www.glasswebsite.com ■
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